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1. Introduction

1.1 The economy of India is so closely linked with the rainfall during the south

west monsoon months that the onset of the monsoon over the extreme southwestern tip of

the peninsula and its northward progress across the country evoke considerable public

interest. From about the beginning of May the Forecasting Offices of the Department

begin getting inquiries about the monsoon - its expected date of onset and the 'likely

behaviour of the rainfall.

1.2 By long-standing practice in the Department the word "monsoon" conveys two

different meanings in two different contexts. In shipping bulletins issued for the Bay

of Bengal and the Arabian sea, the -word "monsoon" indicates prevailing surface winds.

Thus, depending upon the wind strength, the monsoon is described as weak, moderate , 

strong or vigorous in these bulletins. Over land area, the word "monsoon" indicates

rainfall. On the basis' of the intensity and distribution of rainfall, the monsoon is

described as weak, normal, active, strong or vigorous over an area. The specificati

ons adopted by the Department for defining the strength of the monsoon over the sea

and land are given in Table 1.

Tabl 1 IMD Specifications for describing the strength of the Monsoon

Area descriptive term Specifications

Sea Weak Windspeed up to 12 knots (reported or estimated ) 

Moderate 13 to 22 knots

Strong 23 to 32 knots

Vigorous 33 knots and above

Land Weak Rainfall less than half the normal

Normal Rainfall between ½ and 1½ times the normal

Active / Strong Rainfall l½ to 4 times the normal

(with a minimum rainfall of 5 cms along the west

coast and 3 cms elsewhere)

Vigorous Rainfall more than 4 times the normal

(with minimum rainfall of 8 cms along the west

coast and 5 cms elsewhere ) 

Mote : The minimum limit of rain prescribed for "Active/Strong" and "Vigorous"

monsoon should be recorded at two neighbouring IMD stations.

1.3 To the-public at large the word monsoon is practically synonymous with rain

fall. It is in this sense that the word is made use of in the present report wherein

it is proposed to discuss the criteria that are pertinent for declaring the onset of

the southwest monsoon over Kerala, an occurrence that repeats year after year in May -

June. The problem with which we are concerned here is not one of forecasting the date

of onset of the monsoon, which will be discussed elsewhere, but of deciding when the

onset has taken place from considerations primarily of the rainfall in the extreme sou

thwestern parts of the peninsula and the neighbouring island stations.

2. Normal Date of Onset of the Southwest Monsoon

2.1 There are two publications of the India Meteorological Department which con

tain diagrams giving isolines of "normal" dates of onset of the southwest monsoon" over

different parts of the country. They are ;-

A. Climatic charts of India and- Neighbourhood

for Meteorologists and Airmen (1943)

B. Climatological charts for Airmen (1943)

Although both these publications were issued in the same year, the diagrams relating
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the monsoon. Mr. S . Basil's letter to the Asst. Director of the Ceylon Met, Service — 

— item (v) of Appendix I — gives an excellent exposition of the practice followed in 

the Department for identifying the arrival of the southwest monsoon. While rainfall

is the primary parameter, other factors such as clouds, isobaric gradients and winds

also serve as guides to the forecaster. The statement that "it has not so far been

possible to evolve a single, reliable and definite criterion to uniquely identify its

arrival" contained in Mr. Basu's letter written fifteen years ago holds good even now.

2.8 It is of interest to examine critically the rainfall histograms for the six

stations Minicoy, Trivandrum, Alleppey, Cochin, Kozhikode and Mangalore in Fig. 2.

From near about 10 May an increase in the slope of the rainfall curve can be seen at

all the stations. Notice the appreciable increase in rainfall at Minicoy in the pent

ad centred on 13 May as compared with the previous pentad. At the other five stations

such a rise is noticed even a pentad earlier. At Alleppey and Cochin a further rapid

increase in rainfall occurs in the pentad centred on 18 May. The next conspicuous

rise that occurs in the pentad centred on 2 June is noticed at all the stations from

Trivandrum to Mangalore. At the last station the rainfall during this pentad is al

most double that in the previous pentad. The peak of rainfall activity is reached at

Minicoy, Trivandrum, Alleppey and Cochin in the pentad centred on 7 June; at Kozhikode

this occurs in the next pentad and at Mangalore in the pentad centred on 17 June. No

tice also that at Minicoy the rainfall activity decreases from 10 June and at Trivan

drum, Alleppey and Cochin from 15 June. At Kozhikode and Mangalore the rainfall acti

vity remains near about the peak value till the end of June. We shall have occasion

to comment upon some of these features in a subsequent section,

3. Year to year variations : 1901-1967

3.1 In the light of the facts set out in the previous section it was considered

to be of interest and importance to make a comprehensive survey and examination of the

factual information pertinent to the onset of the monsoon over Kerala for an extensive

period. The period 1901 to 1967 was chosen for this study and the relevant Indian

Daily Weather Reports (IDWR), Weekly Weather, Reports (WWR) and Monthly Weather Reports

(MWR) were scrutinised. The period Covered' is sufficiently long to give insight into

the year to year variation of rainfall associated with the onset of the monsoon and

the phraseology employed to portray these variations by a number of officers of the

department from the beginning of this century to the present time. Apart from afford

ing a historical perspective, such a survey is also of value to assess whether any

increase in precision has been achieved over the years in the description of the most

important phenomenon of Indian weather and the complexities associated with it„

3.2 In Appendix II are given extracts from the IDWR and MWR for the years 1901-

1967 relating to the initial advance of the southwest monsoon and its onset on the

Malabar (now Kerala) coast. Reading through these extracts it will be seen that from

the early years Indian meteorologists had realised the pulsatory and fluctuating na

ture of the southwest monsoon during the initial stages of its onset over the extreme

south of the peninsula.

3.3 Since rainfall which is the end produce of various physical and dynamical

processes taking place in the atmosphere is the primary index of monsoon activity over

land, a series of rainfall diagrams were preparer1 for the 67-year period (1901 to 1967)

depicting the daily rainfall of the following seven stations for the months of May and

June., ( The rainfall data were obtained from the Hydrology section of DDGC's office.)

Station Lat °N Long °E 

Colombo 06° 54' 79° 52' 
Minicoy 08° 18' 73° 00' 
Trivandrum 08° 28' 76° 57'
Alleppey 09° 33' 76° 25'

Cochin 09° 58' 76° 14'
Kozhikode 11° 15' 75° 47'
Mangalore 12° 52' 74° 51'

The diagrams are reproduced in Appendix III. The rainfall amounts are represented

pictorially according to the legend given at the bottom of each chart; amounts less

than 0.5 mm have been omitted.

3.4 The rainfall patterns show large variations from year to year. For instance,

the years 1917, 1920, 1923, 1935, 1939, 1945, 1950, 1953 and 1966 show feeble pre-mon-

soon thunderstorm activity. In these years the onset of the monsoon rains towards the

end of Hay or the beginning of June was fairly abrupt. As a contrast, the years 1905,

1918, 1922, 1932, 1933, 1944, 1948, 1955, 1958 and 1960 had plenty of rainfall activity

almost throughout the month of May. In the years 1908, 1909, 1915, 1929, 1930, 1934,

1965 and 1967 there was a period of good rainfall activity in May which was followed by

a spell of comparatively dry weather after which rainfall activity again increased.

More complicated rainfall patterns are noticed in some other years.
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3.5 There is a general impression that the southwest monsoon is a meteorological

phenomenon of the Asian tropics that repeats year after year with great regularity and

in a nearly identical manner,, The factual position, however, is that large variations

occur from year to year not only in the date and manner of its initial onset, but also

in the spatial and temporal distribution of rainfall over the country. The wind cir

culation both in the lover and in the upper troposphere undergoes a radical change with

the onset of the monscon but the transition is fairly abrupt in some years and more

gradual in other years. The forecaster, hovever, leans heavily on the rainfall at the

coastal stations of Kerala, the west coast of Ceylon and the Arabian sea islands for

tracing the advance of the monsoon over Kerala.

3.6 ' A scrutiny of the daily weather bulletins issued during the 67-year period

(Appendix II) reveals the difficulty experienced by forecasters in fixing the date of

onset of the monsoon and in describing the observed complex features associated with

it. It is instructive to examine the extracts from the IDWR for the in divdual years

in Appendix II with the rainfall diagrams for the corresponding years in Appendix III.

While doing so it is important to remember that the bulletin relating to any day is

based on the assessment by the forecaster of the rainfall data of that day and of the

previous days in conjunction with the relevant synoptic weather charts. A brief and

rapid survey of the weather bulletins for some years is given in the next few paragraphs.

3„7 In 1901 although rainfall was continuing at almost all the seven stations

since 4 June, the onset of the monsoon on the Malabar coast was announced only on 7 

June. In 1922 "a slight temporary advance of the monsoon on the Malabar coast" was

mentioned on 12 May. The bulletin issued on 20 May stated that "the temporary advance

of the monsoon in the peninsula has almost disappeared". On 31 May the bulletin sta

ted that "'monsoon conditions are gradually establishing themselves on the Malabar

coast"'.

3.8 In 1924 the weather bulletin issued on 21 May mentioned that "a temporary

advance of the monsoon is occurring off Malabar". Two days later it was stated that

the temporary advance of the monsoon had ceased. Thereafter the bulletin issued on

2 June stated that "an advance of monsoon is occurring off Malabar". The rainfall dia

gram shows that almost all the seven stations had experienced rainfall not only on the

day of issue of this bulletin but also on the previous two days.

3.9 In 1928 a "feeble advance of the monsoon in the southeast Arabian sea" was

indicated on 23 May; two days later it was stated that the monsoon was receding from

the southeast Arabian sea. Thereafter, the bulletin of 4 June stated that "the mon

soon has appeared on the Malabar coast with rough seas and squally weather".

3.10. In 1932 temporary advance of the monsoon in the southeast Arabian sea having

caused locally very heavy rain in Malabar was mentioned on 19 May. The bulletin on

27 May announced that "the monsoon has receded from off Malabar"'. Thereafter a revi

val was indicated on 8 June, a further recession on 14 June and -a fresh "arrival of the

Arabian sea monsoon along and off the Malabar Kanara coasts" on 17 June. It is inter

esting to compare these statements with the rainfall pattern for May-June 1932. The

advance and recession of the monsoon mentioned in the bulletins more or less reflect

the behaviour of the observed rainfall at the seven stations,,

3.11 The bulletins for the period 6 to 14 June 1935 illustrate the phraseology

that has been employed by the forecaster in a year in which the initial rainfall acti

vity was feeble and the onset of the monsoon over the Kerala coast was rather gradual.

In 1936, "a temporary advance of the southwest monsoon in the southeast Aralbian Sea"

was mentioned on 20 May. Notice that on 19 and 20 May Colombo recorded more than 12 cm

of rain. The bulletin for 21 May stated that "temporary advance of the monsoon is mai

ntained off the Ceylon and Travancore coasts". In 1939 there was a spell of rainfall

activity from 6 to 10 May. Presumably after watching this for 3 days, it was announced

on 9 May that "associated with a temporary advance of the monsoon in the southeast Ara

bian Sea nearly general rain has occurred in Malabar". With the decrease in rainfall

the" monsoon was "weakened" on 11 May, after which it was announced on 5 June that "an

advance of the monsoon is occurring off Malabar and the Konkan"„ In 1941 the southwest

monsoon "burst over Malabar" on 23 May. The weather bulletins for 1948 mentioned "term-

porary advance", "feeble advance" and "retreat into the Leccadive region" of the monsoon

during the second half of May.

3.12 As seen from the rainfall chart for 1950, this is a year of "burst" of the

southwest monsoon over Kerala on 27 May. The bulletins mentioned about advance and ret

reat (probably) of "equatorial maritime air into Travancore-Cochin" early in May and
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•temporary advance of monsoon in Travancore-Cochin" on 27 May. 1955 was a year of

uniform and good rainfall activity in May and June and the bulletins for this year ill

ustrate how expressions such as "temporary advance" and "revival" of the monsoon are

used in the bulletins more or less, in synchronism with the behaviour of the rainfall

at the coastal and island stations.

3.13 The bulletins for 1957 and the corresponding rainfall chart make interesting

study. The decrease and increase of rainfall over Kerala after 8 June have been indi

cated as "temporary weakening" of the monsoon on 9 June, "temporary recession" of the

monsoon from Kerala on 10 June and "revival" of monsoon over Kerala on 11 June.

3.14 The bulletins for the period 1958-1967 illustrate the current practice,, The

term "temporary advance" of the monsoon is still being used although the term "tempo

rary recession" has not been used during these years.

3.15 1965 and 1966 were years of subnormal monsoon rainfall resulting in near-

famine conditions in certain parts of the country. In 1967, widespread rain fell over

Kerala from 12 May onwards. In the IDWR issued on the 15 May it was announced that

"temporary advance of southwest monsoon has taken place into the Arabian Sea islands

and Kerala". Fairly widespread rain with some heavy falls continued till 26 May after

which the monsoon activity practically died down till its revival on 9 June. The ques

tion arose within the Department as to whether the spell of rain during the period 12

to 26 May should be associated with "temporary advance of the monsoon". It was appreh

ended that in the prevailing psychological atmosphere that existed in the country on

account of the poor monsoon rainfall of the previous two years, one should exercise

caution in announcing the arrival of the monsoon as early as the middle of May. In this

connection, the departmental records for the period 1901 to 1967 were examined with per-

ticular reference to announcements relating to the onset of the monsoon over Kerala.

4. Statistical Analysis of Dates of Onset of the . 

SW Monsoon over Kerala as per IMD records

4.1 In the IDWR bulletins for May/June the southwest monsoon is often ushered in

as a "temporary advance". The bulletins for the succeeding days portray the behaviour

of the monsoon as judged from the observed rainfall distribution and intensity. The

date of permanent onset of the monsoon over Kerala is given in the Monthly Weather Re

port in the compilation of which a post-mortem assessment is made of the data for the

entire month. The dates as given in the MWR can, therefore, be taken as "official"

dates of permanent onset of the monsoon.

4.2 Examination of the IDWR for the 67-year period shows that in 16 years announ

cement had been made of the temporary onset of the southwest

monsoon over the Kerala coast on or before 20 May. In some years the temporary onset

turned out to be the permanent one. Table 2 gives particulars of the years in ques

tion.

Table 2 : Years of temporary/permanent onset of the

SW Monsoon before 20 May

Date of onset

of monsoon 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 Total

(May)

1939 33 18 22 44 67 62 40 32 52

Years 60* 57 36* 56

61 55

Total 1 1 1 1 - 2 1 - 1 3 3 2 16

Pentad T o t a l 2 5 9 16

* permanent onset

It is clear that there is nothing unusual about the temporary advance of the monsoon

over Kerala that took place by the middle of May in 1967. Such an advance may or may

not be sustained. In the years 1918, 1936, 1952, 1960, 1961 and 1962, the monsoon es

tablished itself over Kerala on or before 20 May and there was no recession of the mon

soon after its initial onset. This can be readily appreciated by a reference to the

rainfall charts in Appendix III. Notice that in all these years the IMD dates of onset

and the dates fixed as per the rules formulated in para 6.2 differ very little.

4.3 The dates of permanent onset of the SW monsoon as per Monthly Weather Reports

were analysed to find out their temporal frequency distribution. The results are pres

ented in Table 3.
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Table 3 : Frequency d i s t r i b u t i o n of IMD Dates of permanent onse t of the SW Monsoon

M A Y J O N !

Date 11 12 13 14 15 — 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 - 2l 27 28 29 30 - 31 1 2 3 4 — 5 6 7 6 9 - - 10 11 12 13 14 — 15 

Year 18 60 62 61 36 52 56 33 41 3i 25 29 17 57 09 19 14 39 02 01 07 67 05 08 03 06 40 15

49 6! 27 43 22 66 10 20 31 45 11 04 1.2 42 23 35 58

50 46 51 13 28 37 26 53 30 48

55 54 16 44 64 34

59 21 47

63 24

32

T o t a l 1 - - 1 - - 1 1 1 1 1 1 2 - , - . 3 - 4 - 6 2 7 5 3 2 4 3 4 1 2 3 2 1 2 1 

Pentad 2 4 4 9 23 14 10 1 

Frequency

It will be seen that the dates are dispersed from 11 May to 15 June. In 42 years out

of 67 the permanent onset of the monsoon over Kerala coast has been on or after 1 June;

in 25 years it has been on or before 31 May. The pentad frequencies of onset commence

ing from 11 May are also shown in Table 3. Notice the pronounced peak in the frequency

distribution that occurs in the pentad centred on 2 June during which the onset of the

monsoon occurred in 23 years out of 67. Both the median and the mode lie in this pen

tad. The ten-day period from 31 May to 9 June contains the dates of onset in 37 years

out of 67 ; the 20-day period from 21 May to 9 June comprises the dates of onset in 50

years out of 67 or nearly 75% of the total.

5. Need for Criteria for Declaring the Onset

of the SW Monsoon Over Kerala

5.l The forecaster issues the daily weather bulletin after careful study and cri

tical assessment of all the relevant synoptic charts (surface and upper air ) at his

disposal. From the beginning of May he is alert about indications relating to the ad

vance of the southwest monsoon. While the progressive changes in the isobaric pattern

and the wind circulation no doubt furnish useful guidance to the forecaster, the anno

uncement about the advance of the monsoon is always made giving weightage to the rain-,

fall at the observatories along the west coast of Ceylon,- the Arabian sea islands and

the Kerala coast. Ho objective criteria, hovever, exist for this, purpose. Hence we

come across certain difficulties when we examine the rainfall diagrams in Appendix III

vis a vis the 1MB dates of onset of the southwest monsoon over Kerala indicated by dot

ted arrows in these diagrams.

5..2 Let us consider the year 1904. The date of onset is given as 7 June, alth

ough rainfall commenced from 1 June„ Similar remarks apply to several oth^r years; for

example, 1911, 1913, 1916, 1919, 1923, 1931, 1932, 1940, 1955 and 1959. In all these

years there appears to be no strong reason why the onset of the monsoon cannot be anno

unced a few days earlier on the basis of the rainfall. It may be asked whether we sho

uld not also take into consideration the upper air circulation features. Since rain

fall is linked with the upper air circulation and is the most important feature of the

southwest monsoon it is not illogical to look at the question of the onset of the mon

soon on the basis of the rainfall only. It is, therefore, of interest to consider whe

ther we can work out some objective criteria for the onset of the monsoon over Kerala

on the basis of the observed daily rainfall at the seven stations that we, have consi

dered „ 

5.3 In the earlier years, the weather bulletins relating to the advance and onset

of the monsoon were being issued only from a single forecasting office of the Depart

ment. With the formation of the Regional Meteorological Centres in It-45 and with the

coming into being of the Northern Hemisphere Rxchange and Analysi" Centre (NHSAC) and
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the Indian Ocean and Southern Hemisphere Analysis Centre (INOSHAC) more recently, wea

ther bulletins are being originated by a large number of forecasting units of the De

partment. While it is not practicable to introduce absolute uniformity in the weather

bulletins issued by the different offices, it is desirable that some measure of unifor

mity is achiever! in announcing the onset of the southwest monsoon over Kerala which

marks the beginning of the monsoon season for the country. For this purpose, we have

to lay down certain criteria and conventions which do not exist at present. Such cri

teria and conventions have to be evolved essentially on the basis of the study of the

past recorcs so that the dates we arrive at by applying them are not widely divergent

from the dates of onset now available in the records of the Department, It is also

necessary to ensure that all the relevant factors associated with the onset of the mon

soon, especially the pulsatory nature of the monsoon, are taken note of.

6. Objective Criteria for Declaring the Onset

of the Monsoon over Kerala

6.1 A fact revealed by the statistics in Table 3 is that during a period of 67

years, the dates of onset of the monsoon over Kerala have been between 11 May and 15

June. If we make the reasonable assumption that this period is sufficiently long to

include various possible patterns of monsoon behaviour, we may lay down the convention

that rainfall occurring on the Kerala coast and the Arabian Sea islands earlier than 11

May shall not be associated with the southwest monsoon.

6.2 We have now to lay down criteria based on the rainfall at the seven stations

for fixing the date of onset of the monsoon over Kerala. After a careful study of the

rainfall patterns it is found that the following working rules give results which are

reasonably satisfactory :-

(i) Beginning from 10 May if at least five out of the seven stations report 24-

hourly rainfall 1 mm or more for two consecutive days the forecaster should

declare on the second day that the monsoon has advanced over Kerala.

(ii) Thereafter, the daily rainfall distribution should be watched and if it is

found that three or more stations out of seven report no rainfall for three consecutive

days, the forecaster should indicate on the third day that the monsoon has receded fr

om Kerala, The. recession of the monsoon will thus be preceded by weak monsoon condi

tions at least for a day or two. (There is nothing wrong in saying that the monsoon

has receded in the early stages of its onset if we bear in mind the pulsatory character

of the monsoon. As a matter of fact, such announcements have been made in the daily

weather bulletins in the past.)

(iii) One important point has to be borne in mind in the practical application of

rule (ii). This rule can be applied on]y if the monsoon has not advanced into Konkan

and is still confined to south of latitude 13 N. If the monsoon has advanced north of

this latitude it is illogical to recede it from Kerala on the basis of the rainfall

criteria given under (ii). In that case we can only say that the monsoon is weak over

Kerala.

(iv) After stating that the monsoon has receded on the basis of criteria (ii) and

(iii), the forecaster should continue to keep a watch of the rainfall of the seven sta

tions and when criterion (i) is again satisfied he should declare that "'the monsoon has

revived over Kerala™ or alternatively "a fresh advance of the monsoon has taken place

over Kerala".

(v) Rules (ii) and (iii) can again be applied if required.

(vi) The date of permanent onset of the monsoon for the purpose of records may be

taken as that date after which it does not become necessary to recede the monsoon from

Kerala.

6.3 By applying the above rules the dates of onset of the monsoon were fixed for

the individual years. The revised dates are indicated by thick arrows on the rainfall

diagrams in Appendix III. The dates of "Advance" and "Recession" of the monsoon before

the permanent onset are indicated by the letters A and R in the rainfall diagrams. The.

interval separating the thick arrow and the dotted arrow shows the extent to which the

IMD and revised dates of permanent onset of monsoon differ.

6.4 It is of interest to examine in how many years temporary/permanent onset of

the monsoon took place on or before 20 May according to the working rules formulated in

para 6,2. This information is presented in Table 4.
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Table 4 : Dates of temporary/permanent onset of the Monsoon

Date of onset of

SW Monsoon 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 Total

(May)

Years 1906 05 33 15 03 02 25* 24 27* 59*

1918* 22 10 34 42* 33* 57

1930 58 26 32* 40 44 61*

1955* 67 38 62* 56*

48

60*

Total 4 1 4 6 4 4 2 3 3 1 32

Pentad Total 19 13 32

* permanent onset

The application of the criteria that we have drawn up would demand the announcement of

the onset of the monsoon over Kerala coast on or before 20 May in 32 years out of 67.

Of these, the onset will be considered as permanent in 12 years. These figures are

nearly double the corresponding numbers as per Table 2. To what extent the announce

ment of advance and recession of the monsoon ( that is temporary advance ) is justified

in the individual years on the basis of the actual rainfall pattern can be seen by refe

rence to the rainfall diagrams in Appendix III. It is obvious that the application

of any objective criterion based on a single parameter cannot give results which are

satisfactory in every case. For instance, the rainfall spells isolated by the letters

A and R during the years 1902, 1910, 1934, 1938 and 1948 are not impressive and one

can question their association with temporary advance of the monsoon. Let us, however,

consider the following spells of rainfall activity that are demarcated by the appli

cation of the objective criteria:-

Year 1903 1904 1905 1915 1922 1924 1932* 1943 1944* 1957* 1967*

Date 15-29 22-30 12-28 14-21 14-30 18-25 14-31 13-30 18-27 19-28 13-22

(May)

The spells in 1932, 1944, 1957 and 1967 (marked by asterisk) have been associated with

"temporary advance of the monsoon" in the daily weather bulletins. Similar spells in the

other years find no such association with "temporary advance" of the monsoon. Although

isobaric patterns, clouds and circulation features are used as general guides by the

forecaster in addition to rainfall, examination of the synoptic charts for a few

years that we have made provides no convincing reason for associating the spells of

rainfall with "temporary advance" of the monsoon only in some years and not in the

other years. It appears reasonable to associate widespread and prolonged spells of

rainfall activity occurring over Kerala and the Arabian Sea islands after 11 May with

the southwest monsoon. Whether the advance is temporary or permanent will have to be

decided by post-mortem study.

6.5 Table 5 gives a statistical analysis of the temporal frequency distribution

of the dates of permanent onset of the monsoon over Kerala worked out on the basis of

the rainfall criteria of para 6.2. It will be seen that in 31 years out of 67 the date

of onset of the monsoon was between 11 and 31 May; in 36 years the onset falls between

1 and 15 June. The pentad frequencies are also given in the table. The ten-day period

from 31 May to 9 June accounts for the onset in 33 years out of 67 years, the frequencies

being more or less equal in the two pentads. The 20-day period from 21 May to 9 June com

prises the onset in 52 years out of 67. As compared with Table 3, there is a shift in

the dates of onset towards somewhat earlier dates, the frequencies in the pentads in

May being larger. This is

essentially a consequence of the fact that the forecaster often waits to see the per

sistence of the rainfall for a day or two before declaring the onset of the monsoon while

the objective criteria fix the onset on the second day after the commencement of wide

spread rainfall.

6.6 For the sake of comparison, the dates of permanent onset of the monsoon as

per IMD records and as fixed by our rainfall criteria are given side by side in Table 6 

for the individual years 1901 to 1967. These are also shown diagramatically in Fig. 3.

The number of days by which the revised dates are earlier than the IMD dates' is given in

the last column of this table. The two dates agree within + 3 days in 40 years out

of 67 and within + 5 days in 48 years out of 67. It is of interest to examine the

years in which the two dates differ by ten days or more. The years in question are

1911, 1916, 1925, 1932, 1942, 1955, 1959 and 1965. On the basis of rainfall alone, there

are no strong reasons against revising the IMD dates of onset to an earlier date in

almost all these years. It is necessary to look into this aspect in greater

detail along with the synoptic charts.
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T a b l e s 5 : Frequency distribution of the revised permnantonset of the Monsoon(1901-1967) 

M A Y J U N E 

Date 11 12 13 14 15 -- 16 17 18 19. 20 -- 21 22 23 24 25 -- 26 27 28 29 30 -- 31 1 2 3 4 — 5 6 7 8 9 — 10 11 12 13 14 — 15

Year 1918 60 32 56 25 33 27 59 36 16 41 49 11 37. 50 14 29 07 04 30 02 01 26 05 67 48 06 15

1955 62 42 61 52 54 13 38 17 44 21 09 47 10 03 35 08 58

19 46 22 45 66 20 12 39 34

31 57 24 23 40 53 

28 63 65 64

43

Total 2 - - 1 2 1 2 1 2 1 2 2 1 1 2 - 2 1 4 4 - 7 3 3 3 5 5 5 1 1 - - - - 2 1 

P e n t a d
 5 7 8 11 16 17 2 1 

Frequency

( M - May ) Table 6 : Dates of Onset of the SW Monsoon over Kerala (J-June) 

Year IMD Revised Difference Year IMD Revised Difference Year IMD Revised D i f f e r e n c e

Date Date ( a ) - ( b ) Date Date ( a ) - ( b ) Date Date ( a ) - ( b )

(a) (b) days (a) (b) days ( a ) (b) days

1901 7 J 5 J 2 1926 6 J 6 J 0 951 31 M 1 J - 1 
02 6 J 4 J 2 27 27 M 19 M 8 52 20 M 21 M - 1 
03 12 J 5 J 7 88 3 J 3 J 2 53 7 J 7 J 0 
04 7 J 2 J 5 29 29 M 30 M - 1 54 31 M 22 M 9 
05 10 J 7 J 3 30 8 J 3 J 5 55 29 M 11 M 18

06 13 J 14 - 1 31 4 J 29 M 6 56 21 M 16 M 5 
8 J 1 J 7 32 2 J 15 14 18 57 1 J 30 M 2 

08 11 J 7J 4, 33 22 M 18 M 4 58 14 J 14 J 0 

08 2 J 2J 0 34 8 J 18 M 1 59 31 M 20 M 11
10 2 J 4 J -2 35 12 J 6 J 6 60 14 M 
11 6 J 25 M 12 36 19 M 21M - 2 61 18 M 19 M - 1 
12 8 J 5 J 3 37 4 J 27 M 8 62 17 M 15 M 2 
13 2 J 25 M 8 38 26 M 27 M - 1 63 31 M 5 J - 5 
14 4 J 29 M 6 39 5 J 6 J - 1 64 6 J 7 J - I 
15 15 J 15 J 0 4 0 14 J 6 J 8 65 26 M 6 J - 1 1

16 2 J 22 M 11 41 23 M 23 M 0 66 1 J 3 J - 2 

17 31 M 29 M 2 42 10 J 17 M 24 67 9 J 8 J 1 

18 11 M 11 M 0 43 29 K 1 J - 3 

19 3 J 29 M 5 44 3 J 30 M 4 

20 3 J 4 J - 1 45 5 .7 2 J 3 

21 2 J 1 J 1 46 29 M 30 M - 1 
22 31 M 1 J - 1 47 3 J 3 J 0 
23 11 J 5 J 6 48 11 3 9 J 2 
24 2 J 1 J 1 49 23 M 24 M - 1 
25 27 M 17 M 10 50 27 M 28 M - 1 
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DATES OF ONSET OF THE SOUTHWEST MONSOON OVER KERALA

I M D 

FIG.3

R E V I S E D
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7. Ramdas - Jagannathan - Gopal Rao Criteria for Establishment

of Southwest Monsoon over Kerala

7.1 In a paper entitled "Prediction of the date of establishment of southwest

monsoon along the Vest Coast of India*, Ramdas, Jagannathan and Gopal Rao (1954) have

worked out dates of establishment of the monsoon over Travancore-Cochin year by year

for the 60-year period 1891-1950. The method adopted by them will be clear from the

following quotation from their paper :-

" For fixing the actual date of establishment of the southwest monsoon in

different areas, the mean daily rainfall was plotted day by day for the months of May

and June for each year, x x x x x x . An inspection of these daily rainfall graphs

makes it possible to fix the date of actual commencement of the persistent rainfall

which is characteristic of the monsoon. Owing to the incidence of pre-monsoon rain

fall, often in the form of thundershowers, the wet season starts earlier in the south

ern areas like Travancore-Cochin and South Kanara and merges into the later monsoon

rainfall without an abrupt or sudden increase in some years. Nevertheless, it is

possible to fix the date of establishment of the monsoon even in these areas, x x x x 

x x . In our present studies, we have fixed the date of aommencement of the monsoon by

looking at the charts showing the mean daily rainfall. The commencement of persistent

heavy rainfall has been our main criterion so that the dates given often occur a few

days later than the date which the weather forecaster is tempted to indicate in his

forecasts, based on the synoptic situations and the lie of the air masses and their

movements.

7.2 The date of commencement of persistent heavy rainfall fixed by visual inspe

ction of the daily rainfall graph for the Travancore-Cochin area for May - June has

been taken by Ramdas and coworkers as the "date of establishment" of the monsoon over

the area. They apparently make a distinction between the "date of onset" of the mon

soon as given in the weather records of the India Meteorological Department and the

"date of establishment* of the monsoon as arrived at by them. The last sentence in

the extract reproduced from their paper suggests that the dates of establishment would

tend to be a few days later than the dates of onset as per IMD records. It appeared to

be of interest to examine this matter further to find out the time interval between

these two dates in different years as well as on the mean. For this purpose we have

listed in Table 7 the dates of establishment of the monsoon over Travancore-Cochin as

given in the paper of Ramdas and coworkers ( called RJG dates in the Table ) and the

dates of onset of the monsoon as per IMD records, for the 50-year period 1901 to 1950.

The number of days by which the IMD dates are ahead or behind the RJG dates are also

given in the Table.

Table 7 :"RJG fates of Establishment" and "IMD Dates of Onset"

of the SW Monsoon over Kerala

Tear R J G I M D Difference Year R J G I M D Difference

Date Date (b)-(a) Date Date (b)-(a)

(a) (b) days (a) (b) days

1901 1 June 7 June 6 1926 28 May . 6 June 9 

02 31 May 6 June 6 27 23 May 27 May 4 

03 8 June 12 June 4 28 31 May 3 June 3 

04 29 May 7 June 9 29 29 May 29 May 0 

05 6 June 10 June 4 30 21 May 8 June 18

06 3 June 13 June 10 31 23 May 4 June 12

07 31 May 8 June 8 32 14 May 2 June 19

08 8 June 11 June 3 33 22 May 22 May 0 

09 1 June 2 June 1 34 6 June 8 June 2 

10 28 May 2 June 5 35 10 June 12 June 2 

11 1 June 6 June 5 36 20 May 19 May - 1 

12 4 June 8 June 4 37 3 June 4 June 1 

13 24 May 2 June 9 38 1 June 26 May - 6 

14 28 May 4 June 7 39 6 June 5 June - 1 

15 3 June 15 June 12 40 7 June 14 June 7 

16 26 May 2 June 7 41 23 May 23 May 0 

17 26 May 31 May 5 42 4 June 10 June 6 

18 7 May 11 May 4 43 12 May 29 May 17

19 16 May 3 June 18 44 29 May 3 June 5 

20 27 May 3 June 7 45 1 June 5 June 4 

21 1 June 2 June 1 46 29 May 29 May 0 

22 25 May 31 May 6 47 31 May 3 June 3 

23 4 June 11 June 7 48 25 May 11 June 17

24 31 May 2 June 2 49 23 May 23 May 0 

25 27 May 27 May 0 50 26 May 27 May 1 

7.3 The most surprising result revealed by Table 7 is that the RJG dates fall on

or before the IMD dates in 47 years out of 50. This would imply that in most of the

years the date of establishment of the monsoon is earlier than its date of onset as per

IMD records. The differences are indeed very large in some years. We have examined

the RJG dates of establishment of the monsoon over Travancore-Cochin with reference to

the rainfall diagrams in Appendix III. It is difficult to reconcile these dates with

the commencement of persistent heavy rainfall in a number of years, eg. 1901, 1902,

1904, 1910, 1915, 1917, 1919, 1920, 1922, 1926, 1930 and 1948. On the average the RJG



Table 8 : Frequency distrlbutions of establishment and IMD dates of onset

of the SW Monrala (1901-1950)

8

Date 6 7 8 9 10 -- 11 12 13 14 15 — 16 17 18 19 20 — 25 — 26 27 28 29 30 — 31 1 2 3 4 — 5 6 7 8 9 — 10 11 12 13 14-

May - June

Year 18 43 32 19 36 32 16 20 10 04 02 01 06 12 05 40 03 35

8 17 25 14 29 07 09 15 23 34 08

50 26 44 24 11 37 42 39

46 28 21

47 38

45

Total - 1 - - 1 - 1 - 1 - - - 1 2 3 2 3 4 - 5 6 - 3 3 - 3 1 2 - 1 - - - -

Pentad 1 2 2 12 17 6 1 

Frequency

*

Date 11 12 13 14 15 — 16 17 18 19 20 - 21 22 23 24 25 — 20 — 31 1 2 3 4 — 5 6 7 8 9 - 10 11 12 13 14 ~ 15 16 17 18 19
May - June

Year 18 36 33 41 31 17 09 19 14 39 02 01 07 05 08 03 06 40 15

49 22 10 20 31 45 11 04 12 42 23 35

13 28 37 26 30 48

16 44 34

21 47

24

32

Total l - - - - - - - 1 - - 1 2 . - - - 2 - 7 5 3 2 3 2 4 - 2 3 2 1 1 1 - - - -

Pentad 1 1 3 17 11 9 1 
Frequency

dates are 5.4 days earlier than the IMD dates0 To illustrate this point further we 

have given in Table 8 the temporal frequency distribution of the RJG dates of estab

lishment of the monsoon over Travancore-Cochin and the IMD dates of its onset. The

mean and median of the RJG dates fall on 29 May; the mode falls on 1 June . The mean

of the IMD dates falls on 5 June, the median on 3 June and the mode on 2 June.

7.4 The discrepancy pointed in the previous paragraph needs investigation and

reconciliation since Ramdas and coworkers have made use of the dates of establishment

derived by them as the basis for statistical prediction formulae which they have wor 

ked out for predicting the dates of establishment of the southwest monsoon over the

southern parts of the vest coast of India. Using their formulae the anticipated date

of establishment of the monsoon is worked out in DDGC's office before the commencement

of each monsoon Season and supplied for use within the department by the Forecasting

Offices. In the light of the facts revealed by Tables 7 and 8, this matter needs

thorough examination.

8. Discussion

8.1 Examination of the departmental records has shown that for declaring the onset

of the monsoon over Kerala there is no single,reliable and definite criterion. Besi

des rainfall, a number of other factors such as isobaric patterns, wind circulation,
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etc. are considered by the forecaster in a qualitative manner for arriving at a deci

sion about the onset of the monsoon. The fixation of the date of onset, therefore, be

comes rather subjective and this fact is high-lighted when the records over a long per

iod are examined. As a matter of fact, such an examination provided the motivation for

our seeking plausible objective criteria which, though not satisfactory in every res

pect, can still provide a large measure of agreement when tested with past data. If

the criteria are to be capable of rough and ready application on a day to day basis,

they should be based on a single parameter which is a good index of monsoon activity

and which can be quantitatively assessed. There can be little difference of opinion

that rainfall is the only parameter which satisfies these conditions. Indeed, the fact

that rainfall is the parameter that has been chosen for deciding the normal dates of

onset of the monsoon shows the over-riding importance of this parameter as an index of

monsoon activity. Moreover it is also the parameter that has been adopted by the De

partment to define the strength of monsoon activity over land. It may be mentioned

that as a rough measure of the over-all activity of the monsoon over the country, the

Daily Weather Summary issued by the Weather Central, Poona gives the actual total rain

fall of all reporting stations during the preceding 24 hours side by side with the

total normal rainfall of these stations.

8.2 The procedure adopted in publication A (cited in Section 2) to arrive at the

normal dates of onset of the monsoon has certain drawbacks. On account of the fact

that the dates of onset of the monsoon show a wide scatter over a period of nearly a 

month, the normal pentad rainfall of a station will show a progressive increase over

such a period. This is clearly illustrated by the histograms of Minicoy, Trivandrum,

Alleppey and Cochin which show a progressive increase in rainfall activity from about

10 May to about 10 June. In the circumstances, the attempt to detect the "characteris

tic monsoon rise" on such rainfall diagrams cannot lead to conclusive results. Indeed,

it is not clear from the histograms of Minicoy and Trivandrum why the date of onset of

the monsoon should have been fixed as 27 May in Fig. l(a).

8.3 Taking into account the fact that the date of onset of the monsoon differs

from year to year, and that the dates over a 67-year period lie dispersed between 11

May and 15 June, we can consider the three statistical parameters, the mean, the median

and the mode for the date of onset of the monsoon over Kerala. The three different

dates are listed in Table 9.

Table 9: Normal Date of Onset of the SW Monsoon

(1901-1967)

Statistical M e a n Median Mode*

Parameter

Based on IMD 2 J u n e 2 J u n e 2 J u n e

data

Based on rainfall 30 May 1 June 1 June
criteria only

It is interesting that the mean, median and mode are all coincident when we consider

the IMD dates of onset of the monsoon as given in Table 3. On the basis of the dates

of onset given in Table 5 the mean date is earlier by 3 days while the median and mode

are earlier by 1 day. From these considerations we may conclude that the normal date

of onset of the monsoon over Kerala can be taken as 1 June as per Fig. l(b). The ear

lier date of 27 May" as per Fig. l(a) cannot be accepted as the normal date.

8.4 The large variations from year to year are indeed noteworthy and are an ess

ential characteristic of the monsoon. Among the years that we have examined, the year

in which the earliest permanent onset of the monsoon occurred over Kerala was 1918. It

is interesting to recall that this is one of the three severe drought years on record,

the other two years being 1877 and 1899. In contrast to this, the year 1917 in which

the month of May was practically dry over Kerala, and the monsoon set in at the end of

May, was a year of floods over the country.

8.5 During the past decade the first five years (1958-1962) were characterised

by good rainfall activity in the month of May with early onset of the monsoon (either

temporary or permanent) on or before 20 May. As contrasted with this, the onset of

the monsoon was towards the end of May or in the first week of June in the remaining

five years. Although in 1967 the temporary advance of the monsoon over Kerala by the

middle of May was followed by a dry spell and the permanent onset of the monsoon took

place only by 8 June, the overall monsoon activity for the country as a whole was nor

mal as contrasted with 1965 and 1966 during which the monsoon rainfall was in deficit

over large areas in the northern and central parts of the country. The manner and date

of onset of the monsoon do not provide any clue about its subsequent behaviour during

the whole season.

* Because of the irregular nature of the frequency distribution in Tables 3 and 5, it

is not very meaningful to talk of a "mode" in the statistical sense. What is meant here

is merely the date corresponding to the maximum in the daily frequency distribution.
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8,6 I t i s of interest to examine the number of occasions of onset of the monsoon

in May and June in decade intervals during the 67-year period covered by our study.

The results are shown in Table 10 in respect of IMD dates, and the Revised dates . Sim

i l ar results in respect of the RJG dates of establishment of the southwest monsoon are

also given in the Table.

Table 10 % Onset of the SW Monsoon in May and June 

during decade intervals

IMD data of Onset Revised date of Onset RJG date of Establishment
Decade

May June May June May June

1901—1910 0 10 0 10 4 6 

1911—1920 2 8 9 1 7 3 

1921—1930 4 6 3 7 8 2 

1931—1940 3 7 6 4 4 6 

1941—1950 5 5 6 4 8 2 

31 19
1951—1960 7 3 7 3 

1961—1967 4 3 2 5 

Total 25 42 31 36

Notice that during the f i r s t 50 years, the IMD dates of onset of the monsoon vers in

Kay only in 14 years; the revised dates of onset f e l l in May in 22 years. As against

th is , the RJG dates of establishment of the monsoon f e l l in may in 31 years. During the past

17 years the IMD dates of onset f e l l in Kay in11 years and the revised dates in 9 

years. This shows that as compared with the previous years there i s a tendency for

the onset of the monsoon to take place earlier in the recent years. I t i s interest

ing to note that in successive years 1959, 1960, 1961, and 1962 the monsoon set

in permanently on one Kerala coast near about the middle of May.

8.7 The rainfal l diagrams included in Appendix III constitute the basis on which

the study presented in this paper i s essential ly based. They provide a pictorial re

presentation of the daily rainfal l over the coast of Kerala, the Arabian Sea islands

and Colombo for the two months during which the transition from the pre-monsoon to the

fully-established monsoon conditions accomplished year after year, The year to

year variations are considerable. The monsoon may advance over Kerala as early as the

second week of May or as late as the second week of June. The advance of the monsoon

can be spectacular in some years when i t commences with a "burst* of rainfal l on the

Kerala coast presceded by a comparatively dry spel l ( eg. 1920, 1936, 1939, 1950, 1953)

or i t may creep in gradually getting merged vita and almost indistinguishable from the

pre-monsoon thunderstrom rain ( eg, 1912, 1822, 1930, 1933, 1940; 1944, 1948, 1958,1960).

In between these extremes there are patterns of varying degrees of complexity, All the

se pose a great challenge to the forecaster, when he i s called upon to answer questions

about the behaviour of the monsoon often several day6 in advance.

9 . Association of Heavy Rainfall with the

Onset of the Monsoon

The cr i ter ia for declaring the onset of the monsoon which we have considered

in Section 6 lay emphasis primarily on the widespread nature of the rainfall and i t s

persistence and not exp l i c i t ly on the intensity of the ra in fa l l . The question arises

whether the intensity of rainfal l i s also a point that should be taken into considera

t ion . To examine t h i s , the rainfal l amounts at the seven stations as recorded on the

dates of onset of the monsoon (both IMD and Revised) have been analysed. The results

are shown in Table 11(a) and (b) for rainfal l amounts exceeding 2 cm and 4 cm in 24

hours respectively.

Table 11(a) : Frequency distribution: Rainfall exceeding 2 cm in 24 hours

No. of stations Al l 7 At At At At At At

recording rainfal l stations least least least least least least I 

>2cm 6 5 4 3 2 1 

No. of I M D 0 4 13 25 36 51 63 67

years Revised 1 1 5 14 25 42 58 67

Table 11(b) : Frequency distribution: Rainfall exceeding 4 cm in 24 hours

No. of stations Al l 7 At At At At At At 
recording rainfall stations least least least least least least N 

>4 cm 6 5 4 3 2 1 

No. of I M D 0 0 11 18 67

years Revised 0 1 2 5 11 19 4 3 67

N - Total number of years

Notice that 3 or more stations out of seven recorded rainfal l of 2 cm or more in 36 ye

ars on the IMD dates of onset and in 25 years on the revised dates of onset. Similarly

3 or more stations recorded rainfal l exceeding 4 cm in 18 years on IMD dates of onset
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and in 11 years on the revised dates. The IMD dates show a bias towards higher rain

fall indicating that the forecaster generally announces the onset of the monsoon after

watching that some heavy falls of rain have occurred. However, from the examination

of the IMD dates and the Revised dates in conjunction with the rainfall patterns it is

not considered necessary to bring in the intensity of rainfall as an additional para

meter to declare the onset of the monsoon.

10. Rainfall Data of Provincial Raingauge Stations

At the time of issue of the daily weather bulletins the forecaster has at his

disposal only the rainfall data of the observatory stations. Hence the criteria that

we have attempted to evolve for declaring the onset of the monsoon have been based pu

rely on the rainfall data of these stations. It is well known that what distinguishes

the monsoon rainfall from the pre-monsoon thunderstorm rain is the widespread nature

of the former in space and in time. It is, therefore, interesting to inquire to what

extent the observatory stations are representative of the surrounding areas. The daily

provincial raingauge data of 22 stations around Trivandrun, Alleppey and Cochin for the

period 15 Kay to 15 June for the years 1959 to 1965 were examined for this purpose. The

occurrence of rainfall at zero, one, two or all of the three observatory stations on

individual days, in relation to the number of provincial raingauge stations that re

corded rainfall on the same days was examined. As is to be expected, there is a high

degree of correlation between the two sets of data which indicates that the dates of

onset of monsoon based on the rainfall records of the observatory stations alone, are

not likely to be materially different even if we take into consideration the rainfall

data of the provincial raingauge stations also.

11, Phraseology of the Daily Weather Bulletins

11,1 Declaring the initial advance of the monsoon as 'temporary' has been a pra

ctice that has continued for a long period in the department. This qualifying word is

often used especially when the advance of the monsoon over Kerala occurs in Kay perha

ps because the normal date of onset is 1 June and it covers the contingency that the

monsoon may weaken and even recode. However, we have seen that the date of permanent

onset of the monsoon can be as early as 11 Kay, Also the forecaster has no sure moans

at his disposal to judge beforehand whether the onset of monsoon wil1 be temporary or

permanent. In any case if the monsoon recedes, it can be indicated in the bulletin

accordingly Hence in the first part of the weather bulletin which is the description

of the synoptic situation it is advisable not to use the word 'temporary' for the onset

of the monsoon. Besides, the qualifying term 'temporary' is in the nature of a fore

cast, On occasions when the forecaster is reasonably sure that the monsoon might weaken

or recede after an initial spell of activity, this information may be conveyed in suit

able language in the 'forecast' part of the weather bulletin.

11.2 In the light of these discussions we may now lay down the following general

rules regarding the phraseology to be used for declaring the onset of the monsoon :-

(i) The advance of the southwest monsoon over Kerala is unlikely before 11 Kay and

any rainfall over the coastal stations of Kerala before this date should not be associ

ated with the southwest monsoon.

(ii) From 11 May onwards the forecaster should announce the advance of the monsoon

over Kerala when criterion (i) of para 6,2 is satisfied.

(iii) The qualifying term 'temporary' should not be used to describe the onset of

the monsoon because at this stage the forecaster has no means of judging whether the on

set of the monsoon will be temporary or permanent.

(iv) After the announcement of the onset of the monsoon, the subsequent rainfall

should be described as weak, moderate, active or vigorous as the case may be, according

to the departmental convention given in Table I.

(v) When weak monsoon conditions persist and criteria (ii) of para 6.2 are satis-

fie d, the forecaster should indicate that the monsoon has receded from Kerala,

(vi) The next spell of rainfall should be indicated as 'revival' of the monsoon or

'fresh advance' of the monsoon over Kerala when criterion (i) of para 6,2 is again sa

tisfied.

(vii) The monsoon should not be receded from Kerala after it has advanced into

Konkan- Thereafter the rainfall activity over Kerala should be described as weak, mod

erate, active or vigorous as the case may be,

(viii) If the forecaster is confident on synoptic grounds that the rainfall associ

ated with the onset of the monsoon will decrease and the monsoon will recede from Kera

la, this may be indicated in the forecast portion of the Daily Weather Report,
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(ix) The words 'temporary* and 'permanent' onset of the monsoon over Kerala may be

used in the Monthly Weather Report and Annual Weather Summary because these are comp

iled by a post mortem scrutiny of all the past data.

(x) The date of permanent onset of the monsoon over Kerala will be the date as

fixed by criterion (vi) of para 6.2.

11,4 A few examples are given below. The relevant rainfall diagrams in Appendix

III should be consulted while going through the examples.

(i) 1906 ;- Based on the objective rainfall criteria, onset and recession of the

monsoon will have to be indicated this year three times, the corresponding spells bet

ing demarcated by A and R on the rainfall diagrams. The first onset on 11 May will be

indicated as a "feeble advance of the monsoon over south Kerala coast"„ Notice the

rather long spell of comparatively dry weather between 17 and Kay, The application

of the rainfall criteria would necessitate recession of the monsoon on 3 June and again

on 12 June. The fresh advance on 14 June will be the permanent advance as the monsoon

advanced beyond Konkan after this date.

(ii) 1912 :- The advance of the monsoon would be announced on 21 May and recess

ion on 27 May, The fresh advance of the monsoon would be announced on 5 June, This

will be the date of permanent onset of the monsoon,

(iii)1915 :- In this year the first advance of the monsoon is on 14 Kay followed

by recession on 21 May, The next advance of the monsoon is on 15 June which is also

the date of permanent onset.

(iv) 1927 :- The advance of the monsoon will be announced on 19 May which is also

the date of permanent onset as there was no need for recession of the monsoon accord

ing to the rainfall criteria.

(v) 1928 :- In this year the advance of the monsoon will be announced on 24 May;

the recession has to be indicated on 29 May, and a revival of the monsoon activity on

1 June which will be the date of permanent onset.

(vi) 1932 :- The onset of the monsoon will be announced in the bulletin issued on

15 May,

(vii) 1939 :- The 'burst of the monsoon' on the Kerala coast will be announced on

5 June.

(viii)1944 :- Advance of the monsoon will be announced in the bulletin on 18 May

and recession on 27 May. The fresh advance of the monsoon will be announced on 30 Kay

which will be the date of permanent onset.

(ix) 1945 to 1953 :- There is only one date of onset in all these years except in

1948 where two spells of advance and recession occur as shown on the rainfall diagram,

(x) 1954 , 1955, 1956 :- The objective rainfall criteria give earlier dates for

the onset of the monsoon than the IMD dates in these three years.

(xi) 1967 - Advance of the monsoon will be announced on 13 May and recession on

22 May, A fresh advance will be announced on 8 June. This will be the date of perma

nent onset of the monsoon on the Kerala coast.

12. Conclusion

It will be seen that the objective criteria based on rainfall for declaring

the onset and recession of the monsoon over Kerala and the phraseology used to des

cribe these events based on widespread and persistent rainfall more or less conform to

the practice already in vogue in the Department. By laying down certain conventions

and empirical rules as suggested in this paper a large measure of uniformity both in

the contents as well as in the language of the weather bulletins issued by the differ

ent forecasting offices of the Department can be achieved during the period of onset of

the southwest monsoon over Kerala which marks the commencement of the monsoon season

for the country. In the light of the experience gained, say over a period of five

years, the matter may be reviewed and refinements and improvements effected consi

dered necessary.

Our thanks are due to the staff members of the Forecasting Manual Unit and

the Investigation and Development Section of DDGF‘s office for assistance in the pre

paration of this Report. Our thanks are also due to Shri. P. N, Pendse for assistance

in typing.
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Summary

The records of the India Meteorological Department for the period 1901 to 1967 have been examined with specific reference

to the problem of declaring the onset of the southwest Monsoon over Kerala. It has been found that the date of the onset of the mon

soon can be anywhere between 11 May and 15 June. In 52 years out of 67 the date of the onset was between 21 May and 9 June. It is

noticed that the date of onset has been more often in May than in June in recent years as compared with the earlier years.

Ho definite criteria exist at present for declaring the onset of the monsoon although rainfall at the coastal stations of

Kerala and the Arabian Sea islands is the most important guide to the forecaster. The daily rainfall data of the seven stations

Colombo, Minicoy, Trivandrum, Alleppey, Kozhikode and Mangalore for May and June for all the 67 years have been examined to see whe

ther any criteria for declaring the onset of the monsoon can be evolved. The following working rules which give satisfactory results

have been formulated.

If after 10 May, any five stations out of these seven get rainfall for two consecutive days, the onset of the monsoon over

Kerala may be announced on the second day. If after this, any three or more stations out of these seven do not get any rain for three conse

cutive days, the recession of the monsoon may be announced on the third day provided the monsoon has not already advanced into Konkan.

The date of onset of the monsoon over Kerala for the purpose of records may be taken as that date after which it does not become nece

ssary to recede the monsoon any more from Kerala. The onset of the monsoon may not be described as 'temporary' or 'permanent' in the

Daily Weather bulletins although this terminology can be employed in the Monthly Weather Reports, Annual Summary etc.

The dates of onset of the monsoon fixed on the basis of the objective rainfall criteria are found to be generally in good

agreement with the 'official' dates of onset as per IMP records. The two dates agree within 3 days in years out of 67. In years

when the two dates show appreciable divergence, the revised dates which often fall earlier appear bo be more reasonable.

The 'dates of establishment' of the southwest mon6oon over Kerala worked out by Ramdas, Jagannathan and Gopal Rao ( called by us

RJG dates ) have been compared with the 'dates of onset' of the monsoon as per 3MD records. It is found that the IMD dates are later

in most of the years. The contradiction involved here is pointed out and attention drawn to the importance of reconciling the two

dates in view of the fact that the RJG dates form the basis of prediction formula employed in the Department for predicting the expe

cted date of establishment of the monsoon over the Kerala coast.
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Note :- The study presented in this report was made in connection with the

preparation of an article on one ' Monsoons of India ' to be included. in Part IV of

the Forecasting Manual. The scope of this part of the Manual has been defined as

' Comprehensive articles on selected topic6 summarising existing knowledge and furni

shing guidance for prognosis as far as possible ' . 

The material of this report was presented and discussed at a Colloquium held

in the Weather Central Poona on the afternoon of 11 October 1967, which was attended

by several officers from the Meteorological Offices at Poona.. The coments and criti-

cisms which were stimulating mainly centred round the empirical rainfall criteria su

ggested in the report for trial for declaring the onset of the monsoon over Kerala.

It is understandable that meteorologists should be sceptical of "criteria for defining

the onset of the monsoon which do not explicitly take into consideration isobaric pat

terns and upper air circulation features. At the opposite extreme we have attempts to

evolve monsoon definitions which want to do away with rainfall and focus attention only

on the circulation features ( C.R.V. Raman, 1964 ). The reasons for our focussing at

tention only on the single parameter of rainfall have been stated in the report. The

surface and upper air synoptic features at the time of the onset of the monsoon are

not exactly repetitive from year to year despite broad similarities. Hence specifica

tion of objective criteria including explicitly these parameters also may not be easy,

especially if the criteria are to be capable of rough and ready use by the forecaster.

Nevertheless, it is interesting to examine the synoptic surface and upper air patterns

at the time of onset of the southwest monsoon over a period of years to illustrate

their diversity on the one hand and similarity on the other. Such a study will be pr

esented in a future report. Meanwhile, it is hoped that the variety of rainfall patt

erns illustrated by the diagrams in Appendix III of this report will stimulate the

thinking of research workers to evolve more satisfactory objective criteria, based per

haps on several parameters, for declaring the onset of the monsoon over Kerala, which

marks the beginning of the monsoon season for the country. It is important that be

fore attempting to tackle the problem of predicting the date of onset of the monsoon

we should have an agreed definition of the onset.

Another criticism centred on the apparently arbitrary boundary condition set

for the date of onset of the monsoon — not earlier than 11 May. The report presents

results based on a factual study of the departmental records for the past 67 years and

the conclusions drawn from such a study. The limit in question, has been derived from

the data examined. This does not preclude the monsoon setting in earlier than 11 May

in some future year; but the probability of such an event is very small.

In the years in which the monsoon 'bursts' on the Kerala coast there is no

difficulty about fixing the date of onset; whatever criteria we employ should lead to

the same result for the date of onset in such years, The difficulty is in respect of

years in which there is no such burst. The question that arises is whether in such

cases it is correct to associate widespread and persistent spells of rainfall activity

along and off the Kerala coast after 10 May with 'temporary advance' of the monsoon , 

if the spell of rainfall activity dies down to be followed by a subsequent commence

ment of rainfall activity. We have taken the view that this can be done, be it in

association with a well-defined synoptic system or not, Indeed, in some years the for

mation of a low pressure area or depression in the Comorin-Maldiwarea of the Southeast

Arabian Sea and its northvard movement leads to the onset of monsoon rainfall over

Kerala and its northward progress along the coast.

The normal ‘date of establishment ' of the southwest monsoon over the Kerala

coast utilised in the RJG prediction formula is 31 May. The predicted dates of est

ablishment and the actual dates of onset as per IMD records for the period 1954 to

1967 are given below.

Year RJG Date IMD Date (b)-(a)

(a) (b) (days)

1954* 28 M 31 M 3 

55* 2 J 29 M - 4

56 1 J 21 M -11

57* 3 J 1 J - 2 

58 30 M 14 J 15

59* 2 J 31 M - 2 

60 Not predicted 14 M 

61 27 M 18 M - 9 

62 28 M 17 M -11

63 23 M 31 M 8 

64 27 M 6 J 10

65 4 J 26 M - 9 

66* 3 J 1 J - 2 

67 26 M 9 J 14

M - May ; J - June

Dates of establishment have been predicted using RJG formula for thirteen years so

far. In the five years marked by asterisk, the predicted dates of establishment and

the observed dates of onset as per IMD records agree within + 4 days; in the remain

ing eight years the two dates have been divergent by one to two weeks. Notice that

vhile the predicted dates have varied from 23 May to 4 June ( 12 days ) the actual

dates of onset have varied from 14 May to 14 June ( 32 days ) in the thirteen year

period.

Reference

Raman, C.R.V. “ Monsoon Def in i t i on ” 
Ind , Jour . Met; & Geophys.
Vol. 15 , pp . 235-23809.64) .
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APPENDIX I 

(i) Extract from D.O. N0.SC188 dated 31 August, 1948 from Shri P.S.Harihara

Iyer, Asst. Met., Poona to Rao Bahadur V. Doraiswamy Iyer, retired Meteo

rologist, Bangalore.

My dear Rao Bahadur,

You are, no doubt, aware that the charts showing "Normal dates of onset of the

S.W. Monsoon" given in the two publications "Climatic Charts of India and neighbour

hood for Meteorologists and Airmen" and "Climatological Atlas for Airmen" are slight

ly different, especially for the Bengal area. The chart given in the "Climatolo

gical Atlas for the Airmen" which is a later publication is being taken to be the re

vised and hence the correct one. An attempt was made here recently to trace the

notes etc. leading to the preparation of the revised chart but without success.

It is, however, seen in the explanation given against 1-3 on page iii (under "normal

dates of onset and withdrawal of the Southwest Monsoon" of the "Climatological Atlas

for Airmen") that "at stations where the pre-monsoon thunderstorm rains merge into

the monsoon rain, and the transition is gradual, other factors have also been taken

into consideration." It has not been possible to find out from records here what

the phrase "other factors" denotes. ' Since the revised chart was prepared by you,

you may perhaps recollect the "other factors" used in the revision. I shall be

obliged if you will let me know exactly what these factors are. I know that I 

am giving you a lot of trouble, but you will be good enough to excuse me.

Yours sincerely,

Sd/ P.S.H.

* * * * *

(ii) Copy of reply dated 5 September, 1948 from Rao Bahadur V.Doraiswamy

Iyer to Shri P.S. Harihara Iyer.

My dear Hariharan,

Your D.O. letter N0.SC188 dated 31st August, to hand. As you probably know

the work in connection with the "Climatic Charts for Meteorologists and Airmen"

was done mostly by Mr. S.P. Venkiteswaran. He plotted the five day normals of

rainfall for the observatories and, as explained in the notes, accepted the middle

date of the five-day period which showed a characteristic sudden rise of rainfall

curve as the date of the onset of the monsoon.

When preparing the charts for the Climatological Charts for Airmen, I re

examined the dates of these diagrams as I had not agreed to charts as drawn,

especially on the west coast and in northeast India. As is well known, thunder

storms precede the burst of the monsoon in these areas and give sometimes very

heavy rainfall; and on the average therefore a sudden increase in the rainfall

curve is seen even before the onset of the monsoon. But this increase is caused by

the moist currents from the north and centre of the Bay of Bengal in northeast

India and by temporary advances of humid currents in the southeast Arabian sea in

the west coast of India.

In revising the charts I examined the work which had been done previously on

the subject. A chart giving the dates of onset and withdrawal of the monsoon for

the different sub-divisions of India was prepared as early as 1920. The dates of

onset of the monsoon on the Malabar coast and at Bombay in individual years had

been listed after an examination of the daily working charts of each year by

Mr. Basu, myself and Dr. Savur. Dr. Ramdas had worked out the dates of onset of

the monsoon from the district rainfall for some of the west coast districts. In

the earlier Monthly Weather Reviews the dates of onset had been given for individual

sub-divisions. Please see relevant file in Statistical or Climatological Branch.

On the Burma coast and in Bengal I looked into the rainfall curves of

Mr. Venkiteswaran (five day normal rainfall curves) and picked out the dates of rise

which were more in consonance with the gradual advance of the monsoon current up the

Bay after its onset in south Tenasserim - vide pencil notes in working charts sent

by you.

After the examination of all these factors I changed the dates on the west coast

and on Burma coast and northeast India and modified the curves. These are reproduced

in the charts of the Atlas for Airmen. I do not know where the rough chart showing

the changes is.

The withdrawal of the monsoon is usually a more gradual process than the onset,

and no dates have been worked out for individual years. Thus we had no certain cri-

terion apart from the sharp decreases in the five-day normal rainfall curves. The

chart agreed generally with one's ideas of the withdrawal of the monsoon and the

curves were accepted. But I feel that the dates on the west coast after the 1st

October require re-examination and that some slight change's may result in the shapes

of the curves. I would like this to be done before the charts are finally accepted.

The changes however are not likely to be large.

Hope I have satisfied you, and that the papers I have referred to and the file

in which the dates of the onset of the monsoon in different sub-divisions in indivi

dual years has been listed will give you further information.

Yours sincerely,

Sd/ V. Doraiswamy Iyer.

* * * * * *

(iii) Copy of letter dated 19th January, 1959 from Sir Ronald A. Fisher,

F.R.S., University of Cambridge, Department of Genetics, Whittingham

Lodge, 44 Storey's Way, Cambridge, England to Professor P.C. Mahalanobis,

Indian Statistical Institute, 204 Barrackpore Trunk Road, Calcutta 35

received by DDGF through DGO, New Delhi.

I have been following up some very curious slow changes in the date of winter

rainfall observed by Cornish at Adelaide, and have just been delighted to find that

Cape Town (roughly on the same latitude, but 120° away in longitude) has been doing

almost the same thing. It may indeed be a phenomenon affecting only the southern

hemisphere, but I recall Gilbert Walker's work on the monsoon, and the use he made of,

I think, mean barometric pressure at Valparaiso in his prediction formula. Hence

what is turning up around the southern continent may not be irrelevant to the Indian

monsoon.

I believe the onset is rather sharp, and it has occurred to me that perhaps re

cords have already been compiled giving the day of each year on which the monsoon

breaks in Calcutta, for example, or in Poona. Some such easy convention as the first

day with more than one-tenth of an inch of rain would give a definite date. If

it is available at once I could get such a series treated comparably with the others

before coming to India. Alternatively I could work them up while in Calcutta.

There may not be anything in it, but it would take rather little trouble to
find out if, as I guess, good records are available perhaps for 80 or 100 years or more
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(iv) Copy of draft reply sent on 23rd February, 1959 by DDGF to DGO to

Prof. Fisher's query.

With reference to para 2 of Sir Ronald A. Fisher's letter dated 19.1.59 to

you, I would like to offer the following remarks.

The onset of the monsoon even over the coastal stations of India is not quite

sharp on many occasions. The monsoon rainfall more often than not, merges with

the premonsoon thundershowers. However, once the monsoon has set in over an area,

the thunderstorm activity decreases considerably and rainfall occurs over most of the

stations within the area for the next few days. (There is also a change in the

nature of cloudiness as well as the state of the sea at coastal stations). The dates

of onset of the monsoon for the different areas have been fixed up in the India Met.

Department, by taking into consideration this spacial and temporal distribution of

rain over an area about 2 degrees of latitude square.

Although it has been customary to call days of rainfall with one-tenth of an

inch or more as a rainy day, this amount of rainfall has not been fixed as a cri

terion for deciding the onset of the monsoon because the premonsoon thundershowers

often give even more rain.

The progress of the Indian southwest monsoon is from the west to the east

across the Peninsula and the adjoining seas. Its onset over the west coast is

relatively sharper than over the Bengal area. Therefore, the dates of onset in

respect of Bombay could be worked out with greater confidence and may serve the

purpose of Prof. Fisher better.

The dates of onset of the monsoon at Bombay (really speaking over a radius

of 100-150 miles around Bombay) fixed generally on the considerations explained in

para 1 above are given for the period 1879-1959 in the enclosure.

(Enclosure not reproduced)

* * * * * * *

(v) Extract from letter No. W630/7757 dated 10th October, 1952 from

Shri S. Basu, DDGF to Mr. R.D. Kreltzheim, Asst. Director, Department

of Meteorology, Ceylon.

Sub: Criteria for identifying the arrival of the southwest

Monsoon.

Dear Sir,

Regarding your question, I may say that there is considerable variation year

by year in the dates of onset and establishment of the southwest monsoon in the

different parts of India, as well as in the speed with which the monsoon advances

up from the west coast of India into the interior and the northern parts of the

country. The monsoon current sometimes comes suddenly, and sometimes gradually;

very often it advances temporarily, weakens and advances afresh sometime later.

Under the circumstances, it has not so far been possible to evolve a single reliable

and definite criterion to uniquely identify its arrival. Forecasters in this

Department have used various factors for determining the arrival of the southwest

monsoon along the west coast. Some of these are recapitulated below:

1. Type of clouds and the distribution and intensity of rainfall; when the

monsoon is approaching the west coast, and the current is shallow, usually

convective clouds (Cu or Cb) are reported from the coastal stations,

and rainfall is scattered and small in amount. As soon as the monsoon

has arrived, widespread rain (usually associated with thunderstorms) is

reported and is heavy at places. Such a situation is described as

"burst" of the monsoon. Thereafter, widespread rain occurs for a number

of days, the cloud type changing to nimbostratus and alto-stratus and

thundershowers generally cease.

2. Increase in the number of isobars running east-west over the Arabian Sea

and Bay of Bengal between Latitudes 5° to 20°N.

3. Establishment of a low pressure area over the northwest India and trough

of low pressure along the Gangetic Plain.

4. Reports of marked gustiness or squalliness along the coast. The anemo-

grams of a station would exhibit gustiness or squalliness associated with

wind shift to the southwest.

5. Sudden increase in the upper wind velocities (between surface and 10,000

ft. a.s.l.) at stations along the Malabar coast, and changes in their direc

tion from northwest to west.

Yours faithfully,

Sd/- S.Basu

D.D.G.F.

* * * * * *
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Appendix II 

EXTRACTS FROM THE INDIAN DAILY WEATHER REPORTS AND MONTHLY WEATHER REPORTS. 

Year Date Issued by Report

1901 5 June V.A. Bion A Cyclonic storm i s apparently toning in the southeast of
the Arabian Sea probably accompanying an advance of the
monsoon current.

1 June , , The monsoon has broken on the Malabar coast.

M.W.R. (June) The f i r s t advance of the monsoon on the Malabar coast
apparently occurred on the 6th.

19C2 1 June W.A. Bion This morning's observations indicate that an advance of
monsoon winds i s probably taking place in the Arabian Sea.

3 June , , The suspicious conditions over the Arabian sea have
apparently passed away and there are no indications of any
immediate advance of monsoon winds to the west coast .

6 June , , Advances of the monsoon currents are apparently taking
place simultaneously in both the Arabian sea and the Bay
of Bengal.

M.W.R. (June) The monsoon rains proper set in on the south Konkan coast
on the 7th and spread rapidly southwards along Malabar
coast during next 24 hours.

1903 21 May W.A. Bion The observer at Calient reports that the monsoon i t
sett ing in and along the Malabar coast and the rainfal l
and squally weather over the Peninsula and Arabian Sea
apparently point to at least a temporary advance of monsoon
winds. Rain has extended along the vest coast as far as
Bombay.

29 May , , There i s upto the present no monsoon in the Arabian Sea.

9 June , , There i s at present no monsoon along the ves t coast.

12 June , , The monsoon has broken at Colombo and South Malabar.

M.W.R. (June) On the 12th a s l ight cyclonic storm was shown off the
north Malabar coast and the monsoon had broken at Colomb
and in Travancore where heavy rainfall had fa l l en .

1904 20 May W . I . Dallas There has occurred an advance of moist southwest winds
over Ceylon and the extreme south of the Peninsula.

Tear Date Issued by Report

7 June , Moasocti conditions appear to be established over Burma 
and the southwest of the Peninsula.

M.W.R. (June) On the 6th the monsoon set in on the southwest coast.

1906 19 June J.H. Field An advance of monsoon i s taking place over the Malabar
coast but i t i s not unlikely that the rainfall wi l l again
diminish as on the occasion of the temporary advance shown 
in the chart of 10th June.

M.W.R. (June) On the 10th a burst of monsoon rainfal l occurred over the
Malabar and Kanara coast d i s t r i c t s .

1906 5 June J. Patterson Conditions suggest that owing to an advance of monsoon con
di t ions , weather may be disturbed in the south of the
Arabian sea at a considerable distance from the coast.

12 June , , Although the precipitation on the coast has been fa i r ly
widespread, i t ie very doubtful whether i t i s connected
with monsoon conditions.

13 June , , The monsoon appears to be setting in on the vest coast.

M.W.R. (June) On the 12th the monsoon broke or the Konkan coast with lest 
that i t s usual s t r e n g t h . . . . . . . . . . . . . T h e breaking of the
monsoon occurred later than i t s normal date over the
greater part of India, most notably in Malabar.

1907 2 June G.T. Walker There i s an area of low pressure in the Arabian Sea due to
an advance of monsoon winds.

5 June , , Local rainfall has occurred in the extreme south Peninsula
probably in connection with the advance of the monsoon
winds.

6 June , , The monsoon conditions which were stilll present to a s l ight
extent 2 days ago in the Peninsula owing to the temporary
advince of humid winds have now in great measure disappear
ed , 

7 Jun , , In the Peninsula, i t cannot yet be said that monsoon condi
tions are established.
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Year Date Issued by Report

8 June „ On the Kalabar coast, another advance of the monsoon is

apparently taking place.

M.W.R. (June) The second advance of the Arabian sea current began on 3th

and it established monsoon conditions on the west coast.

1908 11 June J. Patterson The Arabian sea monsoon has set in on the south of the vest

coast.

M.W.R. (June) The monsoon broke on the Malabar coast on 11th June being
about a week over due.

1909 2 June G.C. Simpson On the Malabar coast there has been an advance of the
monsoon which may however prove to be only of a temporary
character.

3 June , , The advance of the monsoon reported yesterday has been
maintained.

5 June , , I t would appear as though monsoon conditions were gradually
becoming es tabl ished.

M.W.R. (June) The Arabian sea current arrived on the 2nd on the Malabar
coas t . , 

1910 31 May G.T. Walker A few falls have occurred in the extreme south where condi
tions have become more favourable for the approach of
Arabian Sea monsoon,

2 June „ The signs of the approach of the monsoon on the Malabar

coast are clearer.

3 June ,, The area of squally weather which usually precedes the
advance of the Bombay monsoon now extends along the west
coast from Malabar to Gujarat.

4 June „ The advance of the Bombay monsoon may be only temporary.

6 June ,, Stronger advance of the monsoon is now taking place on the
Malabar coast. Rain due to the previous advance has been
general but light in the Konkan and East Gujarat.

M.W.R. (May) There were no temporary irruptions of monsoon winds on the

west coast such as occur there during Kay in most years.

(June) The monsoon conditions set in on the west coast of the
Peninsula on the 2nd.

Year Date Issued by Report

1911 31 May J.H. Field There are indicatione that the Arabian Sea branch of the
monsoon will either be late in arrival or prove fitful in
its early stages,

2 June „ An advance of monsoon winds is taking place over the west

and centre of the Arabian Sea.3 June „ Th

coming more favourable to the approach of monsoon but from
the scanty sea information available it appears that the
advance towards India is not progressing normally.

8 June „ It is probable that the present burst of rain on the vest

coast is due to a merely temporary advance of the monsoon.

M.W.R. (June) The first burst of monsoon rainfall occurred on the 6th in

Malabar.

1912 28 May G.T. Walker Monsoon conditions have appeared in the southeast of the

Arabian Sea but the advance appears temporary and feeble.

29 May „ The advance still appears feeble.

31 May „ The recent advance of the monsoon has exhausted itself.

2 June W.A. Harwood Monsoon conditions are reappearing over the south of the

Arabian Sea.

3 June G.T. Walker The monsoon conditions are less evident to-day.

4 June J.H. Field The monsoon is doubtless now in action out to sea off the

Malabar coast.

6 June G.T. Walker Monsoon conditions are not so well marked today in

south India.

1 June , , The advance of the monsoon has given f a i r l y heavy r a in fa l l
on the Malabar coast .

8 June , , The advance of the monsoon on the Malabar coast has extend
ed very s l i g h t l y northwards but shows very l i t t l e v i t a l i t y .

M.W.R. (June) During the f i r s t week the permanent advance of the monsoon
was in progress over the Arabian Sea and thunderatenna were
of almost da i ly occurrence on the Malabar coast but i t was
not u n t i l the 8th tha t there was heavy r a i n f a l l such as
characterises the burst of the monsoon.

1913 24 May G.C. Simpson The conditions indicate t ha t the monsoon is entering the
southeast of the Arabian Sea.
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Year Date Issued by Report

25 May G.C .Simpson The advance of monsoon winds into the southeast of the
Arabian Sea continues.

26 May „ The northward advance of the monsoon winds in the Arabian
Sea continues but heavy ra in has not yet appeared on the
Malabar coast .

27 May , , The advance of the monsoon in the south Arabian Sea has
apparently been deflected towards the west „ 

29 May , , Monsoon conditions have intensif ied s l i g h t l y i n the e x t r e m e
south.

3 June „ The advance of the monsoon along the wast coast has tempo

rarily stopped and the monsoon rainfall has not reached the

Konkan coast.

M.W.R. (June) Moderate to heavy rainfall such as marks the advent of the

monsoon began on the Malabar coast on the 2nd.

1914 2 June G.T. Walker Conditions on the Malabar coast are now such as usually

precede by a few days an advance of the monsoon:

3 June „ Conditions are slowly becoming more favourable for an

advance of the monsoon on the Malabar coast.

4 June „ Indications of the approach of the monsoon in the Arabian

Sea are to-day more marked.

5 June „ The monsoon has appeared on the west coast.

M.W.R. (June) The Arabian Sea monsoon appeared on the west coast of the

Peninsula on the 4th June.

1915 5 June G.C. Simpson The conditions now prevailing in the south of the Peninsula

are such as usually precede by a few days the appearance of

the monsoon on the Malabar coast.

6 June „ Indications still point to an advance of the monsoon over

the south Arabian Sea,

7 June „ There has been no development of the condition over the

south of the Arabian Sea.

9 June „ The indications of the approach of the monsoon are slightly

more marked today.

10 June „ There has been a further development of monsoon conditions

over the south of the Arabian Sea.

12 June „ Monsoon conditions now prevail over the southeast of the

Arabian Sea.

Year Date Issued by Report

13 June „ The monsoon appears to have made no further advance
towards the Malabar coas t .

15 June „ On the Malabar coast the sea i s rough indicat ing
tha t the monsoon i s s e t t ing in on tha t coas t .

16 June „ The monsoon has now se t in on the southwest coast where
moderately heavy ra in has fa l l en as far north as Karwar,

M.W.R. (June) On the 15th, the f i r s t burst of the monsoon occurred on the 
Malabar coas t .

1916 33 May G.T. Walker Conditions on the west coast of the Peninsula are such as 
usual ly precede by some days the appearance of the monsoon 

2 June , , The monsoon has appeared on the west coast.

M.W.R. (June) The Arabian Sea monsoon arrived on the ves t coast a t about
the average date The f i r s t burst of the monsoon 
r a i n f a l l on the Malabar coast was reported a t the beginnig
of the month.

1917 31 May G.T. Walker A feeble advance of the monsoon i s occurring in the east of 
the Arabian Sea.

M.W.R.(June) At the beginning of the month the f i r s t advance of the 
monsoon was in progress over the Arabian Sea and rain was 
f a l l i n g in Malabar, and the in t e r io r of the Peninsula.

1918 9 May G.T. Walker A feeble temporary advance of monsoon winds i s probably
occurring over the south of Arabian Sea .

11 May , , The temporary advance of the monsoon has given ra in in the
south and northwest of the Peninsula.

16 May Hem Raj The recent temporary advance of the monsoon over the
Indian Seas has spent i t s e l f but another i s in progress.

17 May G.T. Walker The temporary advance of the monsoon has given nearly

general r a in in the south of the Peninsula.

20 May , , The monsoon has weakened appreciably In North Malabar.

21 May , , The advance of the monsoon continues strong in Malabar.

M.W.R. (May) The monsoon appeared over 3 weeks before the usual date

on the Malabar coast .
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Year Date Issued by Report

1919 29 May G.C. Simpson Conditions over India have not yet become favourable for

an early advance of the monsoon.

31 May ,, There are indications that an advance of the monsoon is

taking place over the Arabian Sea.

1 June ,, There has been little rain on the west coast of the

Peninsula but the indications of the advance of the

monsoon over the Arabian Sea are more marked.

2 June ,, The monsoon is fairly active over the east of the Arabian

Sea but it is not yet giving much rain on the west coast of
the Peninsula.

3 June ,, The advance of the monsoon in the Arabian Sea has resulted

in light to moderate rainfall in Rajputana and the neigh

bouring regions to the south although little or no rain

has occurred on the west coast of the Peninsula.

M.W.R. (May) Towards the end of the month a severe storm formed in the

front of the advancing monsoon current in the Arabian Sea.

(June) There was on the 3rd a marked increase of rainfall in the

southern half of the Peninsula and by the 6th, the monsoon

had penetrated practically over the whole of the Peninsula.

1920 30 May G.T. Walker The monsoon has not broken yet in south India.

3 June ,, The monsoon has set in on the Malabar coast with heavy

rain and rough seas.

M.W.R. (June) The monsoon arrived on the Malabar coast on the 2nd.

1921 20 May G.T. Walker A slight temporary advance of the monsoon is apparently

occurring in the south Arabian Sea.

21 May ,, The slight temporary advance of the monsoon has not been

maintained.

strengthened

26 May ,, The temporary advance of the monsoon has the south of

Arabian Sea.

27 May ,, The temporary advance of the monsoon has weakened in the

Arabian Sea.

31 May ,, The monsoon in the Arabian Sea has not yet reached Socotra.

1 June ,, A feeble advance of the monsoon has occurred in the south of

the Peninsula.

2 June ,, The feeble advance of the monsoon in the south of the Penin

sula has extended into the Konkan and the south Bombay-Deccan.

Year Date Issued by Report

3 June ,, The monsoon has broken on the Malabar coast.

M.W.R. The Monthly Weather Reviews have been discontinued in

1921 and 1922.

1922 12 May G.T. Walker There is a slight temporary advance of the monsoon on the

Malabar coast.

19 May ,, The temporary advance of the monsoon has extended north

wards in the Peninsula and is probably weakening.

20 May ,, The temporary advance of the monsoon in the Peninsula has

almost disappeared.

29 May ,, On the Malabar coast no change is yet noticeable.

31 May ,, Monsoon conditions are gradually establishing themselves on

the Malabar coast.

1 June ,, The monsoon is establishing itself in the Peninsula without

the usual burst.

2 June ,, The monsoon has developed with unusual rapidity and has 

given widespread rain along the Himalayas while the

customary burst of heavy rain is only now occurring along

the west coast.

1923 26 May J.H. Field A temporary advance of the monsoon is occurring in the

southeast of the Arabian Sea.

29 May ,, The temporary advance of the monsoon in the southeast of

the Arabian Sea has weakened considerably.

7 June ,, There has been an increase of rainfall on the Malabar

coast but the pressure distribution there has not yet

changed to the monsoon type.

9 June ,, Rough seas are reported from the Malabar coast but the

appearance of the monsoon there is still delayed.

10 June ,, There has been some increase of rainfall on the Malabar

and the pressure distribution on west coast is tending to

assume the monsoon type.

11 June ,, The pressure distribution today indicates that monsoon rain

may be expected within a day or two along the west coast.

12 June ,, The monsoon has appeared on the west coast of the Peninsula

from which heavy falls of rain are reported as far north as

Marmagoa.
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M.H.R- (June) The Arabian Sea monsoon appeared on the west coast on the

11th.

1924 21 Kay C.W.B. A temporary advance of the monsoon is occurring of Malabar
Normand

23 May , , The temporary advance of the monsoon in the southeast
Arabian Sea has ceased.

31 May „ Heather remains unsettled in the southeast Arabian Sea

where an advance of monsoon appears to be occurring.

2 June „ An advance of monsoon is occurring off Malabar.

3 June „ Moderately heavy rain has occurred on the Kanara coast in

connection with the advance of the monsoon in the southeast

Arabian Sea; this advance however is not associated with

the rough seas and pressure changes characteristic of tha

appearance of the main monsoon current.

4 June „ The monsoon has appeared on the Malabar coast with rough

seas and heavy rain.

M.W.R., (May) Rainfall increased in the south and centre of the Peninsula

owing to three temporary advances of the monsoon in the

southeast of Arabian Seas- The 1st occurred on the 12th and 

persisted till the 16th. The 2nd lasted from 18th to 2lst

and the third between 27th and 29th. At the end of the

month another advance was in progress.

(June) The Arabian Sea monsoon appeared on the Malabar coast on

the 2nd.

1925 29 May C.W.B. A weak advance of monsoon is occurring on the west coast of 

Normand the Peninsula and rainfall has extended northwards to

Bombay as well as in the central parts of the country.

30 May ,, The advance of the monsoon on the west coast of the

Peninsula is maintained.

31 May ,, The advance of the monsoon persists on the west coast and

has extended temporarily into Northwest India.

M . W . R . (May) On the 27th an advance of monsoon was marked by an increase

of rainfall in Malabar.

(June) An almost complete break prevailed in its field (the Ara-

bian Sea monsoon) during 8th to 15th. On the 16th, the

Arabian Sea monsoon began to revive.

Tear Sate Issued by Report

1926 7 May B.N. Banerji A feeble temporary advance of the monsoon is occurring in

the southeast of the Arabian Sea.

14 May „ Conditions are favourable for a temporary advance of

monsoon in the south of the Peninsula.

15 May S.N. Sen A temporary advance of the monsoon is occurring in the

Southeast of the Arabian Sea.

17 May B.N. Banerji The advance of the monsoon in the southeast of the Arabian

Sea persists but apparently no depression has yet formed

there.

18 May „ The unsettled conditions in the southeast Arabian Sea have

disappeared.

2 June „ There is as yet no indications of the approach cf the

monsoon in the southeast Arabian Sea.

5 June „ Conditions are generally favourable for the advance of the

monsoon on the west coast.

6 June „ light general rain has fallen in Malabar in connection with
the advance of the Mon3oon in the southeast Arabian Sea but
the pressure distribution and rough seas characteristic of 
an active monsoon current have not yet appeared.

7 June „ The advance of the Arabian Sea monsoon is still feeble.

10 June „ The Arabian Sea monsoon is fairly vigorous in Malabar.

M.W.R. (June) On the 4th, an advance of the monsoon occurred in the South

east of the Arabian Sea and moderate to heavy rainfall in

Malabar..............The Arabian Sea monsoon arrived on the

west coast 5 days later than usual.

1927 20 May S.N. Sen There has been a temporary advance of monsoon in the neigh

bourhood of Ceylon.

30 May „ A temporary advance of monsoon is occurring in the south

east Arabian Sea.

2 June „ The monsoon is strong on the Malabar coast and is extending

northwards into the south Konkan.

M.W.R. (June) The advance of the monsoon in the southeast Arabian Sea was

practically established in Malabar on the 27th May.

1928 21 May S.C. Roy An advance of the monsoon is probably occurring in the

south of the Indian Seas.
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22 May S.C. Roy Conditions are becoming favourable for an advance of the

monsoon into the southeast Arabian Sea.

23 May '' Nearly general rain has fallen in Malabar and Mysore in

connection with a feeble advance of the monsoon in the

southeast Arabian Sea.

25 May '' The feeble monsoon is receding from the southeast Arabian

Sea,

2 June '' The pressure distribution and rough seas characteristic of

an active advance of the Arabian Sea monsoon have not yet

appeared.

3 June '' Conditions are now generally favourable for the appearance

of the monsoon in Malabar.

4 June '' The monsoon has appeared on the Malabar coast with rough

seas and squa l l y weather.

M.W.R. (June) The a c t i v e advance of the Arabian Sea monsoon occur red on
the Malabar coast on the 3 r d .

1929 22 May S.C.Roy Condit ions are g radua l ly becoming favourable for an advance
of the monsoon on the Malabar c o a s t .

25 May ' ' On the Malabar coast r a i n f a l l h a s inc reased b u t rough seas
and squa l ly weather c h a r a c t e r i s t i c of an a c t i v e advance of
the monsoon have not appeared as yet , ,

24 May '' An advance of the monsoon i s occur r ing in the neighbourhood

of Ceylon.

2 5 M a y '' Condi t ions a re l e s s favourable today fo r a northward adva

nce of the monsoon in the Arabian Sea .

30 May ' '• The monsoon has appeared on the west coast with heavy f a l l s
i n Kanara.

M.W.R. (May) The A r a b i a n Sea monsoon appeared on the west Coast on the
29th with heavy f a l l s of r a i n i n Kanara.

1930 1 June K . J . Kabraj i Condi t ions have become favourable for an ad-Vance of the mon
soon on the Malabar c o a s t .

2 June '' Associa ted with the advance of the monsoon i n the sou theas t
Arabian Sea, l o c a l r a i n has f a l l e n i n Malabar, b u t rough
seas and squa l ly weather c h a r a c t e r i s t i c of an a c t i v e mon
soon Front have not y e t appeared.

4 June '' The f eeb le advance of the monsoon i n the sou theas t Arabian

Sea i s not being maintained. 

Year Date I s sued by Report

7 June K. J . Kabraj i Condit ions a r e becoming favourable for an advance of the
monsoon on t h e Malabar coas t .

8 June An advance of the monsoon is occurr ing i n the sou theas t
Arabian Sea off Malabar .

12 June The Arabian Sea monsoon is r e v i v i n g on the west coas t south
of Bombay.

M.W.R. (June) A weak advance of "the Arabian Sea monsoon occurred on t h e

west coas t south of Bombay on the 8 t h .

1931 4 June S..Basu An advance of the southwest monsoon i s occur r ing i n the

Andaman Sea and probably a l s o i n the sou theas t Arabian Sea .

6 June '' Near ly genera l ly air has a g a i n f a l l e n i n Malabar and south

Konkan i n connect ion with an advance of the monsoon i n the
sou theas t Arab ian Sea but rough seas and squa l ly weather
c h a r a c t e r i s t i c of a n advance of the a c t i v e monsoon have not
y e t appeared on the west c o a s t .

7 June '' Condit ions a re favourab le f o r an advance of the southwest

monsoon on the Malabar c o a s t .

8 June '' Condi t ions for an advance of the monsoon on the Malabar

coas t a r e l e s s f a v o u r a b l e .

9 June '' An advance of the Arabian Sea monsoon is occurr ing i n Mala,:*

bar

M.W.R. (June) The A r a b i a n Sea monsoon advanced i n a shallow cur ren t in

Malabar and south Konkan on the 4 t h .

1932 19 May S . Basu In connec t ion with a temporary advance of the monsoon in the

sou theas t Arab ian Sea l o c a l l y very heavy r a i n has f a l l e n i n

Malabar .

23 May '' The monsoon cont inues s t rong i n sou theas t Arab ian Sea and

f a i r l y widespread r a i n has f a l l e n in the west coas t upto
Bombay.

26 May '' The monsoon i s reced ing from the sou theas t Arabian Sea .

27 May '' The monsoon has receded from off Malabar .

8 June '' The monsoon i s r ev iv ing i n the sou theas t Arabian Sea and
n e a r l y gene ra l r a i n has f a l l e n on the west coast up to
R a t n a g i r i .

11 June '' The monsoon remains weak i n the sou theas t Arabian Sea .

14 June '' The Arabian Sea monsoon has receded from off Malabar .
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17 June S. Basu Arrival of the Arabian Sea monsoon along and off the Mala

bar Kanara coasts is noticeable and nearly general rain has

fallen on the vest coast upto Bombay.

M.W.R. (June) A weak advance of the Arabian Sea monsoon occurred in Mala

bar, and the Konkan on 2nd.

1933 23 May S. Basu A temporary advance of the monsoon is occurring in t h e

southeast Arabian Sea.

24 May ,, The temporary advance of the monsoon in the southeast Bay

is maintained,

M.W.R. (May) Widespread and locally heavy rain on the Malabar coast bet

ween 9th and 12th indicated a temporary incursion of monsoon

winds in the southeast Arabian Sea The

monsoon current flowing across the extreme south of the

Peninsula may be said to have established itself in Malabar

on the 21st.

1934 3 June S. Basu Signs are noticeable for an advance of the monsoon in the

southeast Arabian Sea.

4 June , , The monsoon cu r r en t i n the south of the Indian Seas i s s t i l l
weak.

8 June „ Signs are noticeable of a northward extension of the mon

soon current in the southeast Arabian Sea.

9 June. ,, The advance of the monsoon in the southeast Arabian Sea is

maintained.

10 June ,, The monsoon is fairly active in the south of the Indian

Seas.

11 June ,, The Arabian Sea monsoon has set in Malabar and has also ex

tended into the Konkan and the Deccan.

M.W.R. (June) An advance of the monsoon occurred in the southeast Arabian

Sea about the 2nd. The monsoon gradually strengthened
thereafter and appeared in Malabar on 8th.

1935 6 June S. Basu A feeble advance of the monsoon appears to be occurring in

the southeast, Arabian Sea.

8 June ,, The Arabian Sea branch of the monsoon is weak.

10 June ,, The monsoon has been weak but showing signs of strengthen

ing in the Southeast Arabian Sea.

Year Bate Issued by Report

14 June „ The Arabian Sea monsoon has strengthened and there has been

nearly general rain along the west coast of the Peninsula

with heavy falls in Kanara.

M.W.R. (June) The Arabian Sea branch of the monsoon advanced in the south

east Arabian Sea towards the end of the 1st week of June and

established itself in Malabar by the 12th June.

1936 20 May S. Basu Signs are noticeable of a temporary advance of the southwest

monsoon in the southeast Arabian Sea.

21 May ,, Temporary advance of the monsoon is maintained off the Gey]en

and Travancore coasts.

25 May ,, The Arabian Sea branch of the monsoon remains active but is

not yet showing signs of northward advance along the w e s t

coast.

M.W.R. (May) The Arabian. Sea branch of the monsoon established itself in

Malabar on the 19th/20th May.

1937 19 May S.N. Sen The monsoon is still active in the neighbourhood of Ceylon.

20 May ,, The monsoon has weakened in the neighbourhood of Ceylon af -

ter a feeble advance along the Malabar coast.

27 May ,, The monsoon is strong in the southeast Arabian Sea.

3 June ,, Conditions are apparently becoming favourable for an advance

-of the Arabian Sea branch of the monsoon on Malabar coast.

4 June ,, There has been a feeble advance of the Arabian Sea branch on

Malabar coast.

5 June ,, The monsoon is strengthening on the Malabar coast.

M.W.R. (June) The Arabian Sea monsoon advanced as a feeble current on the

Malabar coast on the 4th/5th June, strengthen and establi

shed itself there on June 9th/l0th.

1938 12 May S.N. Sen A preliminary advance of the southwest monsoon is taking

place in the southeast Arabian Sea.

13 May ,, The advance of the monsoon is maintained over the region

from the southeast Arabian Sea to the Andaman Sea.

15 May ,, The monsoon is weakening in the southeast Arabian Sea.

26 May ,, The monsoon is strengthening in the southeast Arabian Sea,
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27 May S.N. Sen The monsoon has advanced on the Malabar coast .

M.W.R. (May) The southwest monsoon made a preliminary advance in to t h e

SB Arabian Sea west of Ceylon about the 12th. The monsoon
advanced on the Malabar coast about the 26th.

1939 9 May N.K. Sur Associated with a temporary advance of the monsoon in south

eas t Arabian Sea nearly general r a in has occurred in Malabr.

11 May „ The monsoon has weakened in the southeast Arabian Sea. 

4 June , , Condition are becoming favourable for the advance of the 

monsoon in the eas t Arabian Sea.

5 June „ An advance of the monsoon is occuring off Malabar and the 

Konkan.

M.W.R. (June) The Arabian Sea branch of the monsoon appeared on the w e s t

coast of the Peninsula on the 5th June.

1940 18 May N.K. Sur A temporary advance of the southwest monsoon i s taking place
in the southeast Arabian Sea off the Malabar and Ceylon
coas t s .

19 May , , The temporary advance of the monsoon i s maintained in t h e
southeast Arabian Sea.

21 May ,, The advance of the monsoon in the southeast Arabian Sea is

less marked.

22 May ,, The advance in the southeast Arabian Sea is maintained.

23 May ,, The monsoon is retreating from the southeast Arabian Sea.

5 June B.N. Desai The western disturbance has induced an advance of the mon -

• soon in the Kanara and the Konkan.

6 June „ The advance of the monsoon in the Kanara, Konkan coast is not

maintained.

14 June ,, An advance of the monsoon is apparently occurring in the

southeast Arabian sea off Malabar.

15 June ,, The monsoon has apparently weakened in the southeast Arabian

Sea off Malabar.

17 June „ Weak monsoon has extended along the westcoast upto Ratnagiri.

M.W.R. (May) In the beginning of the third week, the monsoon advanced into

the southeast Arabian sea.

Year Date Issued by Report

(June) The first 5 days of the month were marked by an active wes

tern disturbance which moved through northwest India and

aaused fairly extensive thunder showers there. On accourt

of its unusually southerly course it induced an advance of

the Arabian Sea monsoon along the west coast on the 4th

which was however not maintained The Arabian Sea

monsoon again advanced into Malabar on the 14th.

1941 22 May S. Mal An advance of the southwest monsoon is taking place in the

southeast Arabian Sea off the Malabar coast and to the west

of Ceylon.

23 May „ The south est monsoon has burst over Malabar where locally

heavy rain has fallen.

M.W.R. (May) The monsoon advanced into the southeast Arabian Sea on the

22nd. By the morning of 23rd it had burst along the Mala-

bar coast.

1942 29 May S.K. Pramanik an advance of the monsoon is occurring in the southeast*

bian Sea west of Ceylon

4 June „ Conditions are favourable for advance of the monsoon in the

southeast Arabian Sea.

6 June ,, Conditions this morning are apparently less favourable, for 

advance of monsoon in the southeast Arabian Sea.

9 June ,, Conditions are favourable for advance of monsoon in the

southeast Arabian Sea.

10 June ,, Monsoon has advanced in the southeast Arabian Sea.

11 June ,, Monsoon has burst over Malabar where widespread and locally

heavy rain has fallen.

M.W.R.(June) The monsoon advanced into the southeast Arabian Sea by the

2nd week of June and burst over Malabar on the 10th June.,

1943 20 May S.I. Malurkar A temporary advance of monsoon is occurring in southeast,

and east central Arabian Sea.

23 May ,, Monsoon is strong in the southeast Arabian Sea.

0 June ,, Monsoon is active in Malabar and is extending into the Kon

kan.

M.W.R. (May) The Arabian Sea current appeared on the west coast on the 

29th.
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1944.13 May S.L. Malurkar A temporary advance of the southwest monsoon is occurring

upto Lat 9°N in the southeast Arabian Sea.

14 May „ The temporary advance of southwest monsoon is maintained in

the southeast Arabian Sea.

30 May „ A pulse Of the southwest monsoon is advancing in Comorin and

probably in the southeast Arabian Sea.

1 June „ The monsoon is probably moderate in the southeast Arabian

Sea and Comorin.

3 June „ The monsoon is moderate to strong in the southeast Arabian

Sea and off the south Ionian.

4 June „ The monsoon is fairly strong in the southeast Arabian Sea

and is probably advancing into the East Central Arabian Sea,

7 June ,, The monsoon is strengthening in the southeast Arabian Sea.

It is weak in the east Central Arabian Sea.

M.W.R. (May) By the 10th weather became markedly unsettled in the south

east Arabian Sea and neighbourhood and ushered in a tempo

rary advance of the southwest monsoon between the 12th and

15th .There was another temporary advance

of the monsoon in the southeast Arabian Sea in the last two 

days of the month.

(June) The feeble advance of the southwest monsoon which occurred

towards the end of the previous month caused widespread

rainfall in Malabar, Mysore and the south Konkan in the fir

st four days of the month.

1945 5 June P.R. Pisha- Conditions are favourable for an advance of the monsoon in

roty the southeast Arabian Sea during the next 48

8 June „ The southwest monsoon has burst on the west coast with

heavy rainfall in Malabar.

M.W.R. (June) The Arabian Sea monsoon burst on the south Malabar coast c \ 

the 5th A fresh pulse of the monsoon caused

heavy rain in Malabar on the 7th.

1946 28 May P.R. Pisha- The southwest monsoon is advancing in the southeast Arabian

roty Sea.

2- May „ The southwest monsoon i s s t r eng then ing i n the sou theas t

Arabian Sea and i s advancing along Malabar .

M.W.R. (May) The southwest monsoon which advanced over Malabar on 29 t h
e s t a b l i s h e d i t s e l f t h e r e by the 3 1 s t . However the advance
was no t accompanied by the u sua l rough - seas and heavy r a i n s
on the Malabar c o a s t .

Year Date Issued by Report

(June) A f r e s h vigorous pu lse of the monsoon a r r i v i n g on the morn
ing of the 2nd June caused widespread and l o c a l l y heavy rain
i n Malabar.

1947 29 May P.R. P i sha - A temporary advance of the monsoon i s t a k i n g p lace i n Como-
ro ty r i n a r e a .

30 May „ The advance of the monsoon in the Comorin area is not being

maintained.

3 June „ A weak advance of the monsoon is occurring along the w e at 

coast of the Peninsula and has extended northwards to the

south Konkan.

M.W.R. (June) The monsoon advanced into Comorin area on the 28th of May ; 

but its further extension northwards was delayed till

3rd of June on which date a feeble advance occurred over

Malabaro.

1948 15 May C. Ramaswamy A temporary advance of the monsoon is taking place in the

Comorin area.

16 May „ The advance of the monsoon in the Comorin area is not main

tained . 

28 May „ A feeble advance of the monsoon is taking place in the Como 

rin and Maldive area and the neighbourhood.

29 May ,, The monsoon is advancing into the Iaccadives region.

30 May ,, The monsoon has temporarily advanced into Malabar, yesterday

evening but has retreated into the Laccadives region t h i s

morning.

31 May ,, The monsoon in the Arabian Sea has retreated into the Mal

dives region and is feeble,

3 June „ The southwest monsoon has advanced into southwest Arabian

Sea and the adjoining parts of southeast Arabian Sea.

6 June ,, The monsoon is strengthening in the Maldive region.

10 June ,, A fresh advance if the monsoon is taking place in the sou

east Arabian Sea south of 11°N.

11 June „ The monsoon has burst in Malabar where locally heavy rain

has fallen.

M.W.R. (June) The monsoon burst in Malabar on the 10th giving widespread

heavy rain there -
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1949 23 May S.N. Ray A temporary advance of the monsoon i s taking place in Mala-

Chaudhuri bar where widespread heavy ra in has f a l l en .

28 May „ The monsoon has established i t s e l f in south Malabar.

3 June „ Monsoon has established i t s e l f in North Malabar and the

south Konkan.
10 June „ The monsoon has been fairly active in Malabar and has weak

ened in south Konkan.

13 June „ The monsoon has been weak in south Konkan and Malabar.

14 June „ The monsoon has temporarily withdrawn from the west coast

of the Peninsula.

15 June „ The temporary break of the monsoon over the west coast of

the Peninsula continues.

17 June „ Conditions are becoming favourable for revival of monsoon

in the southeast Arabian Lea and Malabar.

18 June „ The monsoon is strengthening in the southeast and east cen

tral Arabian Sea and may revive along the west coast of the

Peninsula.

20 June „ The monsoon has revived in Malabar.

M.W.R. (May) The depression brought the southwest monsoon into the south

east Arabian Sea and on to Malabar where widespread heavy

rain was recorded on the 23rd morning.

1950 3 May C.Ramaswamy Equatorial maritime air is probably advancing into Travan-

core Cochin.

5 May „ A fresh advance of equatorial maritime air is probably

again taking place in the Comorin area.

6 May „ The equatorial maritime air has probably receded from the

Comorin Area.

27 May „ There has been a temporary advance of monsoon in Travancore

Cochin.

M.W.R. ((May) The monsoon advanced in to Travancore Cocoin on the 27th May

and into Malabar—South Kanara on the next day.

1951 30 May C. Ramaswamy The southwest monsoon i s advancing into the Comorin a r e a .

31 May , , The Arabian Sea branch of the monsoon i s advancing into tra-
valcore Cochin and i s l ike ly to advance into Malabar, south
Kanara within the next 36 hrs.

Year Date Issued by Report

M.W.R. (May) The southwest monsoon advanced in to Travancore-Cochin on the

31st .

1952 17 May T.M.K. Due to the weakening of the depression there is less chance

Nedungadi of the advance of the monsoon along the Malabar coast.

20 May P.K. Das A temporary advance of monscon has taken place in Travanco

re Cochin,

M.W.R. (May) Under the influence of the storm the southwest monsoon has

ushered in Travancore-Cochin on the 20th May-about ten days

before the normal date. 

1953 4 June P.K. Das Conditions are becoming favourable for the advance of the

monsoon in south Ceylon and the Comorin Maldive area.

6 June „ Monsoon is advancing into Ceylon and Comorin-Maldive area.

7 June ,, An advance of the monsoon has taken place over Ceylon and

Travancore Cochin.

M.W.R. (June) The Arabian Sea branch of the -monsoon advanced into the

southeast Arabian Sea and Travancore Cochin on the 7th,

about a week later than the usual date.

1954 29 May P.R. Pisha- The monsoon is expected to burst over Ceylon tomorrow.

roty

30 May ,, The monsoon has not yet burst over Ceylon.

31 May ,, The Arabian Sea branch of the monsoon has advanced over

Travancore Cochin as a feeble current Without rough seas

and squally weather often associated with the burst of the

monsoon.

M.W.R. (May) The Arabian Sea branch of the monsoon advanced into Travan

core-Cochin on the 31st as a feeble current.

1955 11 May P.R. Pisha- A temporary incursion of Equatorial Maritime air is taking

roty place in the Maldives area.

14 May ,, A temporary advance of Equatorial Maritime air is caking

place into Comorin area.

17 May ,, Conditions are becoming favourable for a temporary advance

of southwest monsoon in the Comorin-Maldive area within

the next 48 hrs.
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18 Lay P.R. Monsoon is temporarily advancing into the Comorin and the

Pisharoty Maldives area.

19 May " The monsoon has temporarily advanced along and off the Mala

bar south Kanara coasts.

28 May " The monsoon is reviving in the southeast Arabian Sea.

29 May " The monsoon has revived over Travancore Cochin and Malabar

south Kanara.

M.W.R. (May) The depression was responsible for a temporary advance of

the southwest monsoon along and off Travancore-Cochin and * 

/_very heavy rain occurred between the 18th and 20th .........

The temporary advance was however not maintained. .........

the southwest monsoon advanced in Travancore-Cochin and

Malabar-South Kanara where it finally established itself on

the 29th.

*/_Malabar-South Kanara coasts where widespread and locally

1956 15 May P.R. A temporary advance of the monsoon is taking place into the

Pisharoty Laccadives area.

16 May " Temporary advance of the monsoon into the Laccadives area is

not maintained.

18 May " A temporary advance of the monsoon is apparently again tak

ing place into the Maldive-Laccadive area.

19 May " The temporary advance of the monsoon into the Maldives-

Laccadives area is maintained and may extend to the Malabar
coast within next 48 hrs.

20 May S.N. Ray A temporary feeble advance of the monsoon is taking place

Chaudhuri into Travancore Cochin and south Malabar.

21 May P.R. A temporary advance of the monsoon in Travancore-Cochin and

Pisharoty south Malabar is maintained.

M.W.R. (May) The Arabian Sea branch of the monsoon advanced into Maldives

Comorin area on the 18th into Travancore-Cochin and Malabar
on the 21st.

1957 11 May P.R. A temporary incursion of equatorial maritime air is taking

Pisharoty place into Ceylon and the extreme south Peninsula.

12 May '.' Temporary incursion of equatorial

south Peninsula is maintained.

14 May " The influx of equatorial maritime air into the extreme south

Peninsula is not maintained,

18 May " Equatorial Maritime air is spreading into the south Peninsula.

Year Date Issued by Report

22 May P .R. A temporary advance of monsoon has taken place i n t o Kerala
P i s h a r o t y and neighbourhood.

27 May " Y e s t e r d a y ' s dep re s s ion i n e a s t c e n t r a l Arabian Sea was cen
t r e d a t 0830 h r s . IST about 200 kms west of Bombay. Com-

p a r a t i v e l y dry Arabian a i r which has come round t h e d e p r e 
s s i o n has served to completely cu t off supply of e q u a t o r i a l
mari t ime a i r i n t o t h e south P e n i n s u l a .

30 May " The southwest monsoon i s advancing i n t o Comorin-Maldive
a r e a ,

31 May " The Arabian Sea branch of the monsoon i s confined t o Mal-
dives-Comorin a r e a . The n o r t h e r n l i m i t of the monsoon
a i r a t 1 km a . s . l . passes through Trivandrum and Port B l a i r .

1 June " The n o r t h e r n l i m i t of monsoon a i r a t 1 .0 km a . s . l . passes
through Al leppey , Trichy and Port B l a i r .

8 June " The n o r t h e r n l i m i t of monsoon a i r 1.0 km a . s . l . passes t h 
rough Honavar, N e l l o r e , Chi t tagong and Imphal .

9 June " The monsoon has t emporar i ly weakened over K e r a l a . The

n o r t h e r n l i m i t of monsoon a i r a t 1.0 km a . s . l . passes t h 
rough Cochin, Trichy and thence to Akyab.

10 June " Monsoon has t empora r i ly receded from Kerala . N o r t h e r n

l i m i t of monsoon a i r a t 1.0 km a . s . l . passes through Mannar

and Sandoway.

11 June " The monsoon i s r e v i v i n g over K e r a l a . Northern l i m i t of

monsoon a i r a t 1.0 km a . s . l . passes through Kozhikode,
Cuddalore and Sandoway.

M.W.R. (May) A temporary advance of the monsoon took place i n t o Kerals-
and neighbourhood on the 21s t

( June ) The Arab ian Sea branch of the monsoon s e t i n over Kerala

on the 1st June .

1958 13 May S.N.Ray A temporary advance of the monsoon i s tak ing place i n t o the

Chaudhuri Ceylon-Comorin a r e a s .

14 May " The temporary advance of the monsoon in to Ceylon-Comorin

a r e a s is. ma in t a ined .

17 May " The temporary advance of the monsoon i n t o Ceylon-Comorin

a r e a s i s not m a i n t a i n e d .

24 May " Condit ions a r e a p p a r e n t l y becoming favourable fo r the adva

nce of the monsoon i n t o Ceylon-Comorin a r e a .

3 June " Condi t ions a re favourab le f o r an advance of the monsoon

i n t o Comorin-Maldives a r e a .



xiv

Year Date Issued by Report

9 June S.N.Ray Conditions are favourable for the advance of the monsoon in-

Ghaudhuri to the southeast Arabian Sea within the next 48 hrs.

13 June " Conditions are favourable for the advance of the monsoon

into Kerala and southcoastal Mysore within the next 48 hrs. 

14 June ' ' The monsoon has advanced into Kerala and' south coastal

Mysore.

M.W.R. (June) The monsoon advanced into Kerala and south coastal Mysore on

14th as much as about a fortnight later than the normal time.

1959 17 May N.C. Rai A temporary advance of the southwest monsoon may take place

Sircar in the south Arabian Sea south of Lat 7°N.

27 May " Conditions are becoming favourable for the advance of the

monsoon into Comorin and Maldives areas.

29 May " The southwest monsoon is apparently advancing into the

Comorin and Maldives areas.

30 May " The southwest monsoon has advanced into the Comorin and Mal

dives areas and is likely to burst in south Kerala within

the next 36 hrs.

31 May " The southwest monsoon has advanced into the south Malabar

coast.

M.W.R (May) The Arabian Sea branch of the monsoon advanced into the Co-
morin Maldives area on 30th and in to south Kerala on 31s t .

1960 10 May A.A. Rama The monsoon a i r i s temporarily advancing into the Arabian
Sastry Sea Islands and in to south Kerala.

13 May " Temporary advance of monsoon is l ike ly to take place in to

Kerala within next 36 h r s .

14 May " Monsoon has temporarily advanced in to Kerala and is f eeb le .

17 May " Monsoon has been vigorous in south Kerala . 

21 May • ' The monsoon has strengthened over Kerala and is l i ke ly to

advance in to coastal Mysore during next 24 h r s .
22 May " Northern limit of monsoon runs through Honavan, Nellore

Coco Island and Amherst.

29 May " The Arabian Sea branch of the monsoon is strengthening a l o 
ng the Malabar-Kanara coasts and is l ike ly to advance in to
the extreme south Peninsula within next 36 h r s .

31 May T. MIK. The monsoon current i s weak along the west coast and i s
Nedungadi l ike ly to be weak.

Year Bate Issued by Report

8 June T.M.K. The monsoon current has advanced into the south Konkan and
Nedungadi i t s northarn l imit runs through Harnai, Kakinada and Akyab.

M.W.R. (May) Monsoon advanced into Kerala on 14th more than a fortnight
e a r l i e r than usua l .

1961 19 May P.S. Pant The Arabian Sea branch of the monsoon is advanoing into the
extreme south Arabian Sea south of Lat 7°N and conditions are
favourable for i t s advance into south Kerala within the next
48 h r s .

20 May ' • The Arabian flea branch of the monsoon is confined to south of
Lat 7°N.

21 May " The Arabian Sea branch of the tnonsoon has rapidly advanced
along the west coast upto Lat 13°N.

M.W.R. (May) The Arabian Sea branch of the monsoon advanced into extreme
South Kerala on 18th. and rapid ly extended northwards upto
Lat 16°N by 22nd,

1962 14 May T.M.K. The southwest monsoon has temporarily advanced into the Mal-
Medungadi dives, Comorin area and may extend into the Laccadive area

within the next 48 h r s .

15 May " The southwest monsoon is confined to Comorin Maldive area
and Ceylon.

17 May " The southwest monsoon has set in over south Kerala . 

18 May " The monsoon has advanced in to Kerala and south coastal
Mysore and is l ike ly to extend temporarily north coastal
Mysore and South Kanara.

M.W.R. (May) The southwest monsoon advanced in to south Kerala on 17th May
and extended s teadi ly northwards along the west coast .

1963 21 May K.R. Sana The monsoon has temporarily advanced in to the Arabian Sea
upto Lat 10°N.

22 May " The temporary advance of the Arabian Sea branch of the mon
soon i s maintained upto Lat 10°N.

23 May " The. Arabian Sea branch of the monsoon is advancing in to
Kerala.

1 June " The monsoon is generally moderate over the Arabian Sea south
of Lat 10°N.






































